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Key Risks Funding Source

Deliver Local Growth Future Mobility Modal Choice
Deliver Strategic

Growth
Demand

Management Safety Environment Total Score
Total Weighted

Score
Scenario 1: Sustainable MK

(sustainable max)

Scenario 2: Autonomous,
seamless and shared MK (e-AV

max)

Scenario 3: Mobility choices MK
(choices max) Score Description Score Description  Score Description  Score Description  Score Description  Score Description  Score Description  Score Description Score Description Score Description  Score Description Description Score Description Score Description  Score Description  Score Description Score Description Description  Score Description

1 Active Travel Short Redway Expansion within Central Milton Keynes
Expand the Redway Routes into Central Milton Keynes. Provide high-quality, direct, attractive and segregated cycle routes into Central Milton
Keynes, linked with direct access to high quality and secure cycle parking. Routes to include CMK east-west segregated route linking MK Central
Station to INTU and Campbell Park along Midsummer Boulevard.

2 2 3 2 2 2 2 15.0 15.0 3 0 3 -1
Depending on route, could
require the removal of
surface car parking.

2

Requires the construction of new
cycleways but will encourage
increased use of the existing
Redway network

2

Improved commuter travel
connectivity into CMK by
active modes 1

Encourage modal shift to
bicycle

3

Positive impact on all
members of society

2

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift, less car dominated
streetscape 3

Encourage cycling which provides
health and well being benefits

3

Expect to be relatively low
cost but improve CMK cycle
access 2

Overall considered will be well
supported by local residents - but
concerns likely to be raised if car
parking spaces are lost

2

Proven infrastructure, likely
to have some planning and
stakeholder challenges 3

Lots of local examples of
segregated cycle
infrastructure

Stakeholder concerns the
option results in loss of
parking/vehicle access delays 1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term 2

Depending on type of
infrastructure - assume circa
up to £500K for route
extensions

3

Require maintenance costs

1

Slight cost risk -
familiar scheme/typical
cycle infrastructure 0

Once implemented, minor
flexibility to change which will
incur additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106 0

No income
generated

44.00

2 Active Travel Medium
Milton Keynes wide improved quality / upgrade of Cycle

Routes

Provide a network of on-street segregated cycle routes that utilise the more direct grid road network.  London Cycle Infrastructure design
standards could be adopted, proving best practice on both the quality and type of infrastructure required to make cycling attractive. This will
require a step change in the type and quality of the cycle infrastructure being delivered including cycle priority over side roads, two-way
segregated cycle routes along the grid road central median or verges and cycle priority at junctions.

2 2 3 1 2 2 2 14.0 14.0 3 0 3 -1
Could result in additional
delays to general traffic
(cycle priority)

3
Requires substantial upgrades of
the Redways, but should encourage
increased use of the existing routes

2

Improved commuter
connectivity across MK
supporting economic growth. 2

Encourage modal shift to
bicycle

3

Positive impact -
particularly non-car
owners 2

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage cycling which provides
health and well being benefits

1

Will require substantial
investment but will provide
positive benefits to cyclists 0

Will be supported by cyclists - but
likely concerns will be voiced by
road users 1

Proven infrastructure, but
mainly in London and other
large congested cities 1

Some examples
nationally

Scheme costs, vehicle delay
impacts, construction impacts

-2

Major cost implications to
achieve fundamental cycle
network changes -3

£25m+ to substantially
upgrade city wide redways
routes 3

Require maintenance costs

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK -2

Once implemented, low flexibility
to change. Substantial costs if
revised significantly

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 0

No income
generated

29.00

3 Active Travel Medium Expansion of urban Redways to fill gaps in the network (Super
Routes)

Redway Super Routes programme to be implemented providing direct and attractive cycle route network across Milton Keynes linking existing and
new planned growth. Route extensions into planned growth sites to include V2 extension north from Grange Farm to Stony Stratford (Western
Expansion Area), H10 extended east (Wavendon), V10 Bow Brickhill Station to A4/A4146 Roundabout, V11 Tongwell/Willen along Willen Road and
Marsh End Road to Newport Pagnall, H8 extension east along the A421 and cycling links across the M1 at Junction 14 and additional cycle/ped
bridges in the Willen Area. Northern Super Route (H0) Newport Pagnell along Wolverton Road and Newport Road to Wolverton Station and
westwards to Stony Stratford. A4146 - full Redway provision from the A5 roundabout to Newton Leys (A4146 dangerous barrier to cycling from the
south)

3 2 3 2 2 2 2 16.0 16.0 3 0 3 0 Likely to have negligible
impact on other modes

2
Requires the construction of new
cycleways but will encourage
uptake of cycling

2

Improved commuter
connectivity across MK
supporting economic growth.

2

Encourage modal shift to
bicycle

3

Positive impact -
particularly non-car
owners

2

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage cycling which provides
health and well being benefits

2

Very good - assuming
continuation of current
infrastructure standards

3

Extension of existing network

3

Extension of existing
network infrastructure

3

Existing MK wide
infrastructure

Feasibility of new routes, land
requirements

1

Likely to be affordable but
may need multiple funding
streams

0

Moderate overall cost but
could be broken down into
individually funded routes

3

Require maintenance costs

1

Slight cost risk -
familiar scheme/typical
cycle infrastructure

0

Once implemented, minor
flexibility to change which will
incur additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106

0

No income
generated

46.00

4 Active Travel Medium
Expansion of new rural cycle routes to fill gaps in the network

(Super Routes)

Extend cycle routes beyond Milton Keynes to provide a network of long-distance cycle super highways to encourage the uptake of e-Bikes. Key
links include V6 to Haversham, Bow Brichill Station (V10) to Bow Brickhill village, Newport Pagnell to Sherington, Newport Pagnell to Lathburym
Upgrade NCN6 or new route Castlethorpe to Hanslope, links for A5 Old Stratford to Stony Stratford

1 2 2 1 2 2 2 12.0 12.0 3 0 3 0
Likely to have negligible
impact on other modes 1

Requires the construction of new
cycleways but alongside existing
road infrastructure

1

Improved commuter
connectivity into urban MK
from rural areas 1

Encourage modal shift to
bicycle

3

Positive impact -
particularly non-car
owners 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage cycling which provides
health and well being benefits

1

Will require new infrastructure
and likely to attract lower
levels of use 2

Considered will have good level of
support amongst rural residents

2

Proven infrastructure, likely
to have planning and
stakeholder challenges 2

Some good examples
regionally

Feasibility of new routes, land
requirements

1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term 0

Moderate overall cost but
could be broken down into
individually funded routes 3

Require maintenance costs

1

Slight cost risk -
familiar scheme/typical
cycle infrastructure 0

Once implemented, minor
flexibility to change which will
incur additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 0

No income
generated

34.00

5 Active Travel Very Short Redway Maintenance Maintenance and resurfacing of the Redway routes to remain attractive to users. 0 0 3 0 2 2 2 9.0 9.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 1
Encourage use of the existing
Redways network 2

Improved Redway network
resilience and safety for
commuter journeys

1
Encourage modal shift to
bicycle 1

Benefit to non-car owners
using the Redways 0

No change expected
2

Encourage cycling which provides
health and well being benefits 3

Expect to be relatively low
cost option 3

Improves the existing network
3

Well established
maintenance technology
available

3
High - some good
examples locally

Sufficient funding
2

Relatively low cost scheme
0

Circa £1m-£5m
3

Require maintenance costs
3

Simple scheme
3

Maintenance can be fully flexible
to the site specific requirements

Milton Keynes Council
0

No income
generated 39.00

6 Active Travel Very Short Upgrade Redways Improvement of existing Redways in regards to cycle signage, lighting and CCTV 2 2 3 0 2 2 2 13.0 13.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 3

Encourage use of the existing
Redways network

2

Improved Redway network
resilience and safety for
commuter journeys 2

Encourage modal shift to
bicycle

2

Benefit to non-car owners
using the Redways

2

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage cycling which provides
health and well being benefits

3

Expect to be relatively low
cost option

3

Improves the existing network

3

Well established
infrastructure available

2

Some good examples
regionally

Consistent network wide
planning, development and
implementation 1

Low costs but covers a
substantial network

1

Depending on type of
infrastructure - assume circa
up to £500K for signage,
lighting, CCTV

3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple
scheme/infrastructure

3

Level/type of upgrades can
change and be flexed over time

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 0

No income
generated

49.00

7 Active Travel Short Wolverton Canal Upgrade quality of the Canal towpath to Wolverton Station to encourage/enable improved walking/cycle access. 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 10.0 10.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 2

Encourage use of the existing Canal
towpath

1

Improved connectivity into
Wolverton and MK for
commuter journeys 1

Encourage modal shift to
active travel

1

Assuming inclusive access
improvements are
provided to the canal 1

Improved local Canal side public
realm

2

Encourage active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits 1

Expected to be relatively low
cost and provide localised
benefits 2

Considered will have good level of
support amongst existing Canal
users 2

Proven infrastructure, likely
to have planning and
stakeholder challenges 1

Some examples
nationally

Stakeholder risks including
meeting all user requirements

1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term 3

Likely to be less than £250k

3

Require maintenance costs

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK 0

Once implemented, minor
flexibility to change due the
location constraints

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Canals
Trust

0

No income
generated

33.00

8 Active Travel Short MKC Bike Loan Scheme Introduce a MKC run bike loan scheme to include adapted cycles, electric bikes (can be located at Park and Ride, Park and Pedal,  Transport Hubs),
free hire to the unemployed, free trial periods and low prices for low-income groups.

0 2 1 1 1 0 1 6.0 6.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 1
Encourage use of the existing
Redways network 1 Help low incomes access

employment opportunities
1

Encourage up take of
cycling 3

Positive impact on low
income groups/ people
with reduced mobility

0
No change expected

2
Encourage active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits

1
Expected to be relatively low
cost and provide localised
benefits

2
Considered will have good level of
support amongst potential users 1

Schemes have been
implemented elsewhere
nationally

1
Some examples
nationally

MKC funding/scheme delivery
3

Relatively low cost scheme -
could be developed quickly 3

Less than £250K
1

May require some medium term
funding to keep scheme open 3

Simple scheme/easy to
cost 3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down depending on
demand

Milton Keynes Council,
Charity, Community
Company

0
Assume break
even/not for profit 32.00

9 Active Travel Very Short Expand Santander Cycle Scheme
Expand and promote the existing Santander cycle hire scheme to cover a larger area. Also develop the offer to include electric bikes. The scheme
can be expanded in conjunction with the introduction of Park and Ride, Park and Pedal and Transport Hubs. 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 6.0 6.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 1

Encourage use of the existing
Redways network

1

Increase travel options
between home and work

1

Encourage up take of
cycling for part of a
journey/occasional
journey

1

Positive impact - on low
income groups

0

No change expected

2

Encourage active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits 3

Excellent - assuming expansion
of the existing scheme

2

Considered will have good level of
support amongst existing and
potential users 3

Well established scheme in
MK already

3

Existing MK scheme Vandalism undermines scheme
success

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down depending on
demand

Santander/Scheme
operator

1

Assume low scheme
revenues for the
operator 39.00

10 Active Travel Short Encourage Dockless Bike Scheme
Encourage the introduction of Dockless bicycle hire schemes including MoBike and Ofo. This can include a strategy for geofencing where bicycles can
be left at transport hubs to ensure pedestrian safety issues are minimised. 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 5.0 5.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 1

Encourage use of the existing
Redways network

1

Increase travel options
between home and work

1

Encourage up take of
cycling for part of a
journey/occasional
journey

1

Positive impact - on low
income groups

0

No change expected

2

Encourage active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits 3

Excellent - low cost as relies on
private company

2

Considered will have good level of
support amongst existing and
potential users 2

Lime trial started in MK
already

2

Some good examples
regionally

Vandalism undermines scheme
success

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down depending on
demand

Scheme operators

1

Assume low scheme
revenues for the
operator 36.00

11 Active Travel Medium Electric Scooter Scheme
Encourage the implementation of a shared electric scooter hire scheme but this will have legal challenges as electric scooters can only be legally
used on private land 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 6.0 6.0 1 0 3 0 No impact 1

Encourage use of the existing
Redways network

1

Increase travel options
between home and work

1

Encourage up take of
scootering for part of a
journey/occasional
journey

1

Positive impact - on low
income groups

0

No change expected

1

Exciting/fun travel mode
increases travel enjoyment

3

Excellent - low cost as relies on
private company

2

Considered will have good level of
support amongst potential users

-2

Requires legalisation
changes to allow electric
scooter use on the public
highway

0

Some examples of
schemes being
implemented abroad

Achieving legislation changes
to enable public use

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down depending on
demand

Scheme operators

1

Assume low scheme
revenues for the
operator 30.00

12 Active Travel Very Short High Quality Destination Cycle Parking
Fund the implementation of secure high quality cycle parking at key existing destinations including regional centres, central MK, schools, nurseries,
employment sites. The cycle parking should be secure, well overlooked and provide for a range of bicycles and include for e-Bike charging facilities.
At key sites this should include Cycle Hubs (transport interchanges) with electronic access and a payment system.

1 1 2 1 1 0 1 7.0 7.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 2

Requires the construction of new
high quality cycle parking, but will
encourage use of the existing
Redway Network

2

Encourage commuter cycling to
work

2

Encourage modal shift to
bicycle

2

Benefit people who do not
have access to a car

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

2

Supports active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits 3

Relatively low cost option

3

Likely to have high levels of
support from existing/potential
cyclists 3

Uses well established
infrastructure

3

Some good examples
locally

Finding suitable/accessible
locations

3

Should be relatively low cost

3

Low cost per site (£10k per
site)

3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

3

Number and location of cycle
parking can adapt to changing
requirements with low additional
costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106 0

No income
generated - assume
free to use 45.00

13 Active Travel Medium Park and Pedal Sites

Park and Pedal facilities to be implemented at the existing MK Coachway Park and Ride facility and any proposed Park and Ride and Transport Hub
sites. The infrastructure would include secure cycle parking for people own or hired bicycles, lockers, changing facilities, showers, cycle maps, tools
and pumps. To be successful this option needs to be linked to the implementation of high quality direct cycle routes. Sites could include Newton
Leys, Old Stratford, south of the A5/A4146 roundabout, A509/A422 (linked by extensions of the Redway network).

1 2 2 2 1 0 1 9.0 9.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 2

Requires the construction of new
high quality cycle parking, but will
encourage use of the existing
Redway Network

2

Encourage commuter cycling to
work from people traveling
within and into MK

2

Encourage modal shift to
bicycle for last mile
journeys

-1

Mainly benefits car
owners who park and
then complete last mile
by bicycle. 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Supports active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits

-1

Will be relatively expensive
investment and based on
current CMK parking
availability may not be
attractive to use

1

May have low overall levels of
support due to concerns over level
of use

1

Limited examples in the UK
but has been implemented
elsewhere

2

Some good examples
regionally

Finding suitable/accessible
locations

0

Moderate cost - may need
multiple funding
streams/fund bids

3

less than £250K per site
(Secure lockers, car parking,
changing facilities)

3

Require maintenance costs

1

Cost risk mainly land
purchase and level of
facilities to be
provided at each site -1

Once implemented, low flexibility
to scale up and down and will
require moderate additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids

1

Assume low scheme
revenues generated
- charging for secure
bike lockers 28.00

14 Active Travel Short Cycle Training Fund cycle training to businesses, schools and local communities through the Bikeability programme. 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 7.0 7.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 1
Encourage use of the existing
Redways network 1

Encourage take-up of cycling
for work trips 1

Encourage up take of
cycling 1

Positive impact - on low
income groups, children,
elderly

0
No change expected

2
Encourage active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits

1
Expected to be relatively low
cost and provide localised
benefits

2
Considered will have good level of
support amongst general public 3

Well established throughout
the UK 2

Some good examples
regionally

Low participation rates/take-
up 3

Should be relatively low cost
3

Less than £250K
1

May require some medium term
funding to keep scheme open 3

Simple scheme/easy to
cost 3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down depending on
demand

Milton Keynes Council,
Charity, Community
Company

0
Assume break
even/not for profit 34.00

15 Active Travel Medium District Centre Public Realm Improvements
Improve the quality of the public realm in key destinations including Central Mk, Wolverton and Bletchley town centres to reduce to car
dominance and create pedestrian and cycle friendly environments. Improved public realm, particularly in central MK will encourage walking and
could increase retail footfall and open-up opportunities for al-fresco dining, pop-up events and community space.

1 1 1 0 0 3 2 8.0 8.0 2 2 2 -1
Could potentially result in
the loss of surface car
parking

2
Requires the construction of new
public realm, but could encourage
more people to walk/cycle

2

Could encourage investment in
CMK district centres

1

Encourage active travel
into/within district
centres 2

Positive impact assuming
design is inclusive

3

Improved public realm

2

Encourage active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits 2

Could be relatively expensive
but will provide localise
movement benefits 0

Considered will raise support and
concerns depending on the impact
on car access/parking provision 2

Will have some
stakeholder/planning
challenges 2

Some good examples
regionally

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction, multiple
stakeholders

0

Moderate cost - may need
multiple funding
streams/fund bids -1

Assume substantial
improvements circa £5-15m

3

Require maintenance costs

0

Moderate cost risk - no
scheme at the
moment, unknown
utility costs etc

-2

Low flexibility once implemented
without incurring substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106 0

No income
generated

25.00

16 Active Travel Short Wayfinding
Implement a comprehensive and consistent wayfinding strategy (e.g. Legible London) that provides a consistent set of information totems with
local maps, walk/cycle times and directions to key local destinations to be located in key destinations and on the main pedestrian and cycle routes
(Redways).

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7.0 7.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 3 Encourage more use of the existing
Redways and public realm.

1
Commuter journeys could
become more direct/quicker 2

Encourage active travel
0

Neutral - benefit all
members of society 0

No change expected
2

Encourage active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits

3
Relatively low cost option with
positive active travel benefits 3

Likely to have high levels of
support from existing/future
residents

3
Uses well established
infrastructure 2

Some good examples
regionally

Agreeing a common design
3

Should be relatively low cost
2

assuming Mk wide
infrastructure - up to £500K 3

Require maintenance costs
3

Simple scheme/easy to
cost 3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down and adapted at low
cost

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106

0
No income
generated 40.00

17 Active Travel Medium Urban Local Pedestrian community connectivity
improvements

Implement a permeable network of direct, open, overlooked local pedestrian routes that provide local connectivity between adjacent residential
areas, provide high quality surface crossings that reduce the severance effect of the existing grid road network. The pedestrian network should
fully embrace the principles of the Manual for Streets and be attractive to users procing direct local connectivity to schools, shops, adjacent
communities and HQPT.

3 1 3 0 2 2 3 14.0 14.0 3 0 3 -1

Depending on the
infrastructure could result
in increased general traffic
delays

2

Requires construction of substantial
new pedestrian infrastructure but
should link to existing footways

1

Local pedestrian journeys could
be shorter, quicker (mainly non-
business connections)

2

Encourage active travel
for short local journeys

2

Positive impact for local
community cohesion -
children, older people

2

Improved urban environment for
pedestrians

3

Supports walking for local trips

1

Expected to be relatively high
cost and will provide local
community benefits

2

Considered will have good level of
support amongst local residents

1

Uses known
crossing/infrastructure
technology but requires
substantial changes to MK
urban form

2

Some good examples
regionally

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction, multiple
stakeholders -1

Moderate to high cost on a
city-wide basis within the
study period

3

Up to £250K per site

3

Require maintenance costs

-1

Moderate to high cost
risk - no schemes
planned, could have
high construction costs,
unknown utility costs

-2

Low flexibility once implemented
without incurring substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106

0

No income
generated

33.00

18 Active Travel Medium Cycling Centre of Excellence and Sports Facilities
New facility to cater for all types of cycle sport (road, cyclo-cross, BMX, mountain biking etc), provision of cycle sport facilities in new developments
and for bikeability training. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 1 0 2 0 No impact -1

Construction of new stand alone
facility

1

Slight beneficial impact

1

Encourage up take of
cycling

0

Neutral - benefit all
members of society

0

No change expected

2

Supports active travel which
provides health and well being
benefits 2

Assuming will be cost neutral
due to revenue generated

3

Likely to have high levels of
support from existing/future
residents 2

Examples of centres across
the UK

1

Some examples
nationally

Site selection and funding

0

Moderate cost - may need
multiple funding
streams/fund bids -1

Circa £10m assuming similar
to Kent Cyclopark facility

1

May require some short-medium
revenue support if low visitor
numbers 1

Similar schemes
delivered elsewhere

-1

Once implemented can be scaled
up if high demand, but more
challenging to scale down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, British Cycling,
Sport England 2

Assume makes a
moderate profit for
the operator 13.00

19 Behaviour Change Short Employment Travel Planning

Provide a dedicated Travel Plan Team that engage with local businesses to promote sustainable travel for employees and deliveries. This can
include working with employers to implement, monitor and update Travel Plans and develop measures through stakeholder working with public
transport operators. The offer can be to individual businesses but also scaled up to cover business parks through the development and
implementation of Area-Wide Travel Plans providing park wide measures and monitoring.

1 1 3 0 3 1 2 11.0 11.0 2 0 3 0 No impact 2

Encourage more efficient use of
existing infrastructure/services

2

Increase commuter awareness
of travel options and support
delivery of new developments

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

1

Positive impact - on low
income groups if cost
reduction measures are
provided. 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Reduced travel frustration,
increased active travel and
awareness of travel options

3

Relatively low cost option with
positive sustainable travel
benefits

0

Requires behaviour change which is
challenging to encourage/effect

3

Well established technology,
tools, techniques

3

Substantial Travel Plan
evidence across the UK

Funding, effective monitoring
and enforcement, CMK officer
support, participation levels

2

Relatively low cost scheme
but assumes including
dedicated MKC Travel Plan
team/resource 2

Circa £250K-£500k over
Local Plan period

-1

Assume will require continuous MKC
costs to fund a dedicated Travel Plan
Team

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to different scales
and adapted to individual
circumstances

Milton Keynes Council,
Private Businesses

1

Potential for low
revenue generation
of offering a paid
for/subscription
Travel Plan Service

40.00

20 Behaviour Change Short School Travel Planning

Provide a dedicated Travel Plan Team that engage with schools to promote sustainable travel for staff and pupils. This will involve working with
individual schools to develop a bespoke Travel Plan and implement measures and monitor their success.  This could be linked to a policy
requirement for all schools to implement a ModeStars Travel Plan and undertake annual monitoring. This option can also be linked to improved
cycle routes, cycle parking and reviewing school vehicle access and parking restrictions.

1 1 3 0 3 1 2 11.0 11.0 2 0 3 0 No impact 2

Encourage more efficient use of
existing infrastructure/services

0 No impact 2

Encourage mode shift
from single  car travel

1

Positive impact - on low
income groups/children if
cost reduction measures
are provided/encouraged

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Reduced travel frustration,
increased active travel and
awareness of travel options 3

Relatively low cost option with
positive sustainable travel
benefits 0

Requires behaviour change which is
challenging to encourage/effect

3

Well established technology,
tools, techniques

3

Substantial Travel Plan
evidence across the UK

Funding, effective monitoring
and enforcement, CMK officer
support, participation levels 2

Relatively low cost scheme
but assumes including
dedicated MKC Travel Plan
team/resource

2

Circa £250K-£500k over
Local Plan period

-1

Assume will require continuous MKC
costs to fund a dedicated Travel Plan
Team 2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK 3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to different scales
and adapted to individual
circumstances

Milton Keynes Council,
Schools

0

No income
generated

37.00

21 Behaviour Change Short Mass Personalised Travel Planning
Implement Personalised Residential Travel Planning. Targeted travel planning that involves knocking on household doors, conducting interviews
and providing personalised travel plans, often followed up with monitoring surveys. Can be targeted on high car dependency areas, low incomes
areas and to be effective needs to be linked with areas that provide good quality sustainable travel options.

1 1 3 0 3 1 2 11.0 11.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 2

Encourage more efficient use of
existing infrastructure/services

2

Increase residents awareness
of travel options to work

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 2

Positive impact - on low
income groups if cost
reduction measures are
provided.

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Reduced travel frustration,
increased active travel and
awareness of travel options 2

Moderate cost option with
positive sustainable travel
benefits 0

Requires behaviour change which is
challenging to encourage/effect

3

Well established technology,
tools, techniques

3

Substantial Travel Plan
evidence across the UK

Funding, effective monitoring
and enforcement, CMK officer
support, participation levels 1

Likely to be affordable but
may require funding bid

2

Circa £250K-£500k over
Local Plan period

3

Assume fully funded programme

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK 3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to different scales
and adapted to individual
circumstances

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 0

No income
generated

42.00

22 Behaviour Change Short Residential Travel Planning
Provide a dedicated Travel Plan Team that implement residential Travel Plans for existing areas and review, monitor and enforce Travel Plans for
new residential areas. This will involve working with developers and planners to ensure robust Travel Plans are secured, attractive infrastructure
and sustainable transport options are delivered and monitoring is completed and Travel Plans are reviewed.

1 1 3 0 3 1 2 11.0 11.0 3 0 3 0 No impact 2

Encourage more efficient use of
existing infrastructure/services

2

Increase residents awareness
of travel options to work

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on low
income groups if cost
reduction measures are
provided. 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Reduced travel frustration,
increased active travel and
awareness of travel options

3

Relatively low cost option with
positive sustainable travel
benefits

0

Requires behaviour change which is
challenging to encourage/effect

3

Well established technology,
tools, techniques

3

Substantial Travel Plan
evidence across the UK

Funding, effective monitoring
and enforcement, CMK officer
support, participation levels

2

Relatively low cost scheme
but assumes including
dedicated MKC Travel Plan
team/resource 2

Circa £250K-£500k over
Local Plan period

-1

Assume will require continuous MKC
costs to fund a dedicated Travel Plan
Team

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to different scales
and adapted to individual
circumstances

Milton Keynes Council,
Residential developers

1

Potential for low
revenue generation
of offering a paid
for/subscription
Travel Plan Service

41.00

23 Behaviour Change Short Sustainable Travel Incentives Scheme

The dedicated Travel Plan team to provide a city wide Travel Planning service for residents/workers that provide incentives for sustainable travel.
This would be similar to the Travel4Cambridgeshire services which is a subscription based service that provides Travel Plan support, a car-sharing
database, postcode mapping, annual web base travel survey, cycle training and maintenance, journey planning and travel discounts on rail, bikes,
cycle training and sports shops.

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 4.0 4.0 2 1 3 0 No impact 1

Encourage more efficient use of
existing infrastructure/services

1

Could increase commuter
awareness of travel
options/try new travel options 1

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 1

Positive impact - on low
income groups if cost
reduction measures are
provided

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Reduced travel frustration,
increased active travel and
awareness of travel options 3

Relatively low cost option with
positive sustainable travel
benefits 1

Requires behaviour change which is
challenging to encourage/effect -
but provides a cost incentive 2

Well established approach to
offers travel incentives

3

Substantial Travel Plan
evidence across the UK

Funding, effective monitoring
and enforcement, CMK officer
support, participation levels 2

Relatively low cost scheme
but assumes including
dedicated MKC Travel Plan
team/resource

3

low cost scheme

-1

Assume will require continuous MKC
costs to fund incentive schemes

3

Simple scheme/easy to
cost

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to depending on the
resources available

Milton Keynes Council,
Transport operators,
S106 contributions 0

No income
generated

31.00

24 Behaviour Change Short MK wide car/cycle Share Scheme Database Tool
Implement and promote a MK wide car-share scheme. Provide a free web based matching service for both car and cycle journeys for everyone who
lives, works and travels in and around Milton Keynes. The database will also provide the ability to match experienced cyclists with those less
experienced but want to try cycling.

0 2 1 1 1 0 1 6.0 6.0 3 1 3 0 No impact 1

Encourage more efficient use of
existing road network/parking
with limited new infrastructure
requirements

1

Uptake will result in reduced
commuter travel costs

1

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel to shared travel 1

Positive impact - on low
income groups due to cost
savings 0

No change expected

1

Increased interaction with
people, reduced severance

2

Very good - low cost with low-
moderate benefits expected

1

Requires behaviour change which is
challenging to encourage/effect

3

Well established technology,
tools, techniques

3

Existing MK scheme to
be further developed

Low participation rates/take-
up

3

Should be relatively low cost
- marketing of existing
scheme/additional incentives 3

low cost scheme

3

Assume no running costs to MKC

3

Simple scheme/easy to
cost

3

Fixed tool - but can easily be
scaled up/down to meet demand
and marketing/designated spaces
can be varied

Milton Keynes Council,
Liftshare, private
operators 1

Potential for low
revenue generation
for scheme operator 36.00

25 Behaviour Change Medium
Multi Modal Urban Travel Hubs

(Edge of MK urban area)

Implement Urban travel Hubs in the communities within urban Milton Keynes. Multi-Modal Travel Hubs could combine Park and Ride/Park and
Pedal in to a wider multi-modal offer. There will be local  transport interchanges at key locations within existing communities that provide access
to the sustainable transport options. The aim is the reduce the levels of private car journeys within Milton Keynes. The Urban Travel Hubs would
provide access to bus routes, provide car parking, cycle facilities (lockers, cycle parking) and real time information. This option can also provide car-
club vehicles, DRT pick-up points, electric bicycles, cycle-share points, car-share pick-up points and be linked to Redway expansion and route
improvements.

2 2 2 2 2 0 2 12.0 12.0 3 3 3 0 No impact 2

Requires the construction of a
Travel Hub, but will encourage
more efficient use of the existing
transport networks/bus services

3

Increase travel options from
local communities to work and
from major strategic growth
sites 3

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on low
income groups, elderly
due to range of onward
travel options 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage active travel to from
the Urban Travel Hubs and
sustainable onward travel less
stressful compared to car
commuting

1

Will be relatively expensive
investment and based on
current CMK parking
availability may not be
attractive to use

2

Considered will be well supported
by existing/future residents due to
accessibility benefits

0

Main challenges are likely to
be around land/site
availability and working
with a range of stakeholders -2

Limited evidence on
small urban multi-modal
travel hub (not linked
with P&R and rail sites)

Scheme costs, deliverability,
suitable site, land availability,
bus route changes in the
medium/long-term 1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term

3

less than £250K per site
(Secure lockers, car parking,
changing facilities, bus stops)

-1

May require moderate continuous
funding support to maintain and
operate each hub.

1

Cost risk mainly land
purchase and level of
facilities to be
provided at each site -1

Once implemented, low flexibility
to scale up and down and will
require moderate additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106

2

Potential increase
bus/taxi operator
revenues

32.00

26 Behaviour Change Medium Multi Modal Rural Travel Hubs (Villages around MK district)

Implement Rural travel Hubs in settlements outside of Milton Keynes. Rural Travel Hubs are small flexible transport interchanges at key locations
in Milton Keynes that provide access to the sustainable transport options. The aim is the reduce the levels of private car journeys into Milton
Keynes. The Rural Travel Hubs would provide access to bus routes, provide car parking, cycle facilities (lockers, cycle parking) and real time
information. This option can also provide car-club vehicles, DRT pick-up points electric bicycles, car-share pick-up point and be linked to Redway
expansion and route improvements.

2 2 2 2 1 0 1 10.0 10.0 3 3 3 0 No impact 2

Requires the construction of a
Travel Hub, but will encourage
more efficient use of the existing
transport networks/bus services

3

Increase travel options from
local communities to work and
from major strategic growth
sites

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 2

Positive impact - on low
income groups, elderly
due to range of onward
travel options

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage active travel to from
the Rural Travel Hubs and
sustainable onward travel less
stressful compared to car
commuting

1

Will be relatively expensive
investment and based on
current CMK parking
availability may not be
attractive to use

2

Considered will be well supported
by existing/future residents due to
accessibility benefits -1

Main challenges are likely to
be around land/site
availability and working
with a range of stakeholders

-2

Limited evidence on
small rural multi-modal
travel hub (not linked
with P&R and rail sites)

Scheme costs, deliverability,
suitable site, land availability,
bus route changes in the
medium/long-term

1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term 3

less than £250K per site
(Secure lockers, car parking,
changing facilities, bus stops) -1

May require moderate continuous
funding support to maintain and
operate each hub. 1

Cost risk mainly land
purchase and level of
facilities to be
provided at each site

-1

Once implemented, low flexibility
to scale up and down and will
require moderate additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106 2

Potential increase
bus/taxi operator
revenues 28.00

27 Behaviour Change Medium Multi Modal Hospital Travel Hub Implement a Travel Hub at Milton Keynes University Hospital. The Travel Hub would provide a bus interchange, cycle share scheme docking
stations, cycle parking, DRT pick-up, car-share parking and high-quality waiting facilities.

3 2 3 0 2 0 2 12.0 12.0 2 2 2 0 No impact 2

Requires the construction of a
Travel Hub, but will encourage
more efficient use of the existing
transport networks/bus services

3

Increase travel options from
local communities to work and
from major strategic growth
sites

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 2

Positive impact - on low
income groups, elderly
due to range of onward
travel options

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage active travel to from
the Hospital Travel Hub and
sustainable onward travel less
stressful compared to car
commuting

2

Will be relatively expensive
investment but attractive for
staff, older people to access
the hospital

3

Considered will be well supported
by existing/future residents due to
accessibility benefits 0

Main challenges are likely to
be around land/site
availability and working
with a range of stakeholders

2

Good examples across
the region -
Addenbrookes Hospital
Cambridge

Scheme costs, deliverability,
construction impacts,
stakeholder support 1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term 1

Assume moderate sized
multi-modal facility up to
£1m 3

Require maintenance costs

1

Cost risk mainly land
purchase and level of
facilities to be
provided at the site

-1

Once implemented, low flexibility
to scale up and down and will
require moderate additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106 2

Potential increase
bus/taxi operator
revenues 39.00

28 Behaviour Change Very Short Urban Car clubs Encourage the introduction of car club vehicles throughout Milton Keynes located in community centres, employment locations, new developments
and central Mk.

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3.0 3.0 3 3 3 0 No impact 1

Requires new infrastructure but
could encourage more efficient use
to the road network through
reduced car ownership

1 Slight beneficial impact 0 Negligible impact -1

Only benefits people who
have a driving licence

0

No change expected

1

Reduced stress of car ownership -
safety net for when a car is need
on occasion. 3

Excellent - low cost as relies on
private company

3

Known technology - personal choice
whether to sign-up and use a car
club 3

Well established business
model

2

Examples locally and
regionally

Lack of private operator
support for expansion

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

No revenue/subsidy costs to MKC

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to depending on
demand

Scheme operators, S106
contributions

2

Moderate revenues
for scheme
operators 33.00

29 Behaviour Change Very Short Rural Car clubs Encourage the introduction of rural car club vehicles outside the built-up area of Milton Keynes 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3.0 3.0 3 3 3 0 No impact 1

Requires new infrastructure but
could encourage more efficient use
to the road network through
reduced car ownership

1 Slight beneficial impact 0 Negligible impact -1

Only benefits people who
have a driving licence

0

No change expected

1

Reduced stress of car ownership -
safety net for when a car is need
on occasion. 3

Excellent - low cost as relies on
private company

3

Known technology - personal choice
whether to sign-up and use a car
club -1

new emerging business
model

-2

Limited evidence on
rural car club business
model

Lack of  operator support to
implement a scheme

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

1

May require MKC subsidy to
implement a scheme

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to depending on
demand

Scheme operators, S106
contributions

1

Low revenues for
scheme operators,
more likely to be
low/not for profit

22.00

30 Behaviour Change Long Workplace user charging Introduction of workplace user car parking charges with the revenue generated invested into sustainable transport measures. 0 -1 2 0 1 1 1 4.0 4.0 2 2 1 -1
May reduce attractiveness
of car commuting 1

Requires substantial investment in
legislation/charge collection
infrastructure but could encourage
better use of existing private car
parking

-2
Assumed will make CMK less
attractive to investment 2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

-2

Penalises people reliant
on private car to access
work

0

No change expected

-2

Initially may result in increased
stress due to behaviour
change/cost impacts

0

Will generate revenue for
transport investment but my
discourage economic
development in CMK -3

Likely to be very controversial

-2

Feasible - but will be
challenging to implement
due the legal implications,
complex planning and
stakeholder consultation

0

Example in Nottingham Lack of stakeholder support to
implement scheme

2

Relatively low cost and will
generate revenues for
transport investment

3

Low cost signage,
enforcement technology

-1

May require moderate continuous
funding for admin/processing
payments.

-2

Unfamiliar scheme,
complex, likely to have
low level of support

2

Once implement can be scaled up
and down in terms of locations
covered/charges/exceptions

Milton Keynes Council

3

High revenue
generation for
reinvestment in
transport schemes 2.00

31 HQPT Long Park and Ride Sites Implementation of strategic Park and Ride sites located at key radial locations into Milton Keynes including on the A5 North (South Northants) and
South (Kellys Kitchen), A509/East M1 Growth Site (linked to a MRT route), A421 West and A421 East, East of Junction 13 of the M1

2 1 2 2 2 0 2 11.0 11.0 3 3 2 -1

May reduce the
attractiveness of existing
bus routes along the radial
corridors

2
Requires the construction of a new
facilities, but could encourage
increased public transport use

3

Increase travel options for
commuters travelling into MK
and help unlock strategic
growth sites

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel -1

mainly benefits car
drivers

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

2

Encourage public transport
travel to from the Park and
Rides, less stressful compared to
car commuting

-2

Will be an expensive
investment and based on
current CMK parking
availability may not be
attractive to use

1

likely to be supported overall, but
with current levels of parking
availability may not be that
acceptable given the relatively
high costs

2

Existing site in MK and
examples across the UK. May
have local planning issues 2

Examples locally and
regionally

Finding suitable sites on the
main radial routes and
attracting sufficient patronage
to be commercially viable

1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term 0

Circa £1-£2m per site

-1

May require moderate continuous
funding support to maintain and
operate each site. 1

Cost risk mainly land
purchase and level of
facilities to be
provided at each site

-2

Once implemented, low flexibility
to scale up and down but at
substantial costs (more/less car
parking etc)

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106 2

Potential increase
bus operator
revenues 23.00

32 HQPT Very Long Sub regional Advanced Very Rapid Transport
Implementation of a AVRT mass transit scheme as per 'Strategy for First Last Mile Travel' MKC document. This would include five core routes that
route through Milton Keynes (Bletchley to Central MK, Winslow to Central MK, Growth East of M1 to Central MK) and connect to the wider sub-
region (Northampton, Oxford, Bedford). This would be limited stop sub-regional transport system.

3 3 2 3 3 1 0 15.0 15.0 3 2 3 -1

May reduce the
attractiveness of existing
bus routes in the sub-
region

-3
Likely to require substantial new
region-wide infrastructure 3

Substantial increase in
connectivity across the sub-
region and strategic growth
sites. 3

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage sub-regional public
transport travel, less stressful
compared to car commuting

1

Expensive infrastructure
investment but good sub-
region connectivity benefits

2

Considered will be well supported
by residents/workers across the
sub-region

-3

Will be very challenging to
implement a new sub-
regional transport scheme
using new/emerging
technology

-3

No/limited business case
and evidence base

Stakeholder risks including
agreements over
funding/schemes with wide
range of sub regional
stakeholders

-3

Unlikely to a fully funded
scheme with the Local Plan
period

-1

Assume substantial
construction costs

3

Assume will operate on a commercial
basis

-3

Sub regional transport
scheme with long
development
programme 1

Once implemented, has flexibility
to scale up and down by
extending routes, linking to new
sites, but could require
substantial additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, EEH, Central
Govt Funding Bids,

2

Operator revenues

19.00

33 HQPT Very Short MK Demand Responsive Transit

DRT is a form of Micro-Mass transit. This option is for the implementation of city wide demand responsive bus service operated on a commercial
basis. Shared minibuses are booked on demand using a mobile app/internet/phone and routed to collect passengers and take them to their
destination. A trial is in place with ViaVan - if successful scheme to be expanded across a larger area including urban Milton Keynes and rural
communities.

2 3 2 3 1 1 2 14.0 14.0 3 3 3 -1

May reduce the
attractiveness of existing
bus routes in the sub-
region

2

Requires no new infrastructure

1

Could be attractive to some
commuters if the service
operators at peak commuter
periods and can be easily
booked

1

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 1

Positive impact - on local
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners 0

No change expected

1

Reduced severance from less well
served communities

3

Excellent - low cost as relies on
private company

2

Considered will be well supported
by residents/workers within MK

2

Trial of ViaVan underway in
MK

1

Trial in Mk and other UK
cities but no longer term
data on
effectiveness/benefits

Low participation rates to
support commercial viability

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

2

Assume may need some initial pump-
priming prior to becoming
commercially viable 3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to depending on
demand

Scheme operators

2

Moderate revenues
for scheme
operators 43.00

34 HQPT Long MK Micro-Metro

 Micro-Metro is a transit system that delivers fast, attractive services typically running on dedicated routes/bus lanes. This option proposes the
use of rubber-wheeled trams (either driven or autonomous) along dedicated routes across Milton Keynes. The key features will be dedicated routes
that comprise bus lanes, bus priority at junctions, high quality and distinctive stops, cashless payment system, network branding, real-time
information, and a route network across Milton Keynes and surrounding centres, potentially linked to transport hubs and park and rides.

3 3 2 3 3 1 2 17.0 17.0 3 2 3 -1

May reduce the
attractiveness of existing
bus routes in the sub-
region

-2
Will require significant investment
in physical infrastructure for an
attractive MK wide scheme.

3

Substantial increase in
connectivity/journey time
reliability and support
housing/job delivery 2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

2

Improved non-car access to local
services and facilities and jobs

1

Expensive infrastructure
investment but should be
attractive to existing/new MK
residents/employees 2

Considered will be well supported
by residents/workers within MK

2

Example of this form of BRT
elsewhere e.g. Belfast Glider

0

Example in Belfast -
Glider

Gaining bus operator and
support to run new scheme,
funding substantial
infrastructure improvements,
commercial viability

-2

Relatively high cost so will
have funding challenged
within the Local Plan period

-3

Circa £90m per route

2

Assume may need some initial pump-
priming prior to becoming
commercially viable

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
major BRT schemes has
a history of increased
costs due to long
programmes

1

Once implemented, has flexibility
to scale up and down by
extending routes, linking to new
sites, but could require
substantial additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, EEH, Central
Govt Funding Bids

2

Assume moderate
revenues for bus
operator(s)

29.00

35 HQPT Medium MK Bus Rapid Transit

BRT is a high-quality bus-based transit system that delivers fast, attractive services typically running on dedicated routes/bus lanes. This option
proposes the use of more traditional buses along dedicated routes across Milton Keynes. The key features will be dedicated routes that comprise
bus lanes, bus priority at junctions, high quality and distinctive stops, cashless payment system, network branding, real-time information, and a
route network across Milton Keynes and surrounding centres, potentially linked to transport hubs and park and rides. Routes could include - CMK-
Bletchley-Eaton Leys, CMK-Oakgrove-Kingston-Woburn Sands and East of M1 (pre2025) and city wide post 2025

3 3 2 3 3 1 2 17.0 17.0 3 0 3 -1

May reduce the
attractiveness of existing
bus routes in the sub-
region

-2
Will require significant investment
in physical infrastructure for an
attractive MK wide scheme.

3

Substantial increase in
connectivity/journey time
reliability and support
housing/job delivery 2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

2

Improved non-car access to local
services and facilities and jobs

1

Expensive infrastructure
investment but should be
attractive to existing/new MK
residents/employees 2

Considered will be well supported
by residents/workers within MK

3

Example of this form of BRT
across the UK - well
established technology

2

Examples regionally and
nationally

Gaining bus operator and
support to run new scheme,
funding substantial
infrastructure improvements,
commercial viability

-1

Relatively high cost so will
have funding challenged
within the Local Plan period
(but uses cheaper vehicles) -3

Circa £90m per route

2

Assume may need some initial pump-
priming prior to becoming
commercially viable

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
major BRT schemes has
a history of increased
costs due to long
programmes

1

Once implemented, has flexibility
to scale up and down by
extending routes, linking to new
sites, but could require
substantial additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, EEH, Central
Govt Funding Bids

2

Assume moderate
revenues for bus
operator(s)

33.00

36 HQPT Very Long Light Rail Transit

LRT is a high-quality tram-based transit system that delivers fast, attractive services running on tram lines. This option uses Trams along dedicated
routes across Milton Keynes and the wider sub region. The key features will be dedicated routes that comprise segregation,  priority at junctions,
and some mixed traffic routes, high quality and distinctive stops, cashless payment system, network branding, real-time information, and a route
network that across Milton Keynes and surrounding centres, potentially linked to transport hubs and park and rides.

3 3 2 3 3 1 2 17.0 17.0 3 1 3 -1

May reduce the
attractiveness of existing
bus routes in the sub-
region

-3
Will require city-wide substantial
new physical infrastructure for an
attractive MK wide scheme.

3

Substantial increase in
connectivity/journey time
reliability and support
housing/job delivery

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

2

Improved non-car access to local
services and facilities and jobs

-1

Will be very expensive
investment and may struggle
to be a viable
technology/scheme

2

Considered will be well supported
by residents/workers within MK

-1

Examples in large
conurbations across the UK -
but in more densely
populated urban
environments 1

Examples across the UK -
Sheffield, Birmingham,
Manchester

Funding substantial
infrastructure improvements,
commercial viability in MK

-3

Unlikely to a fully funded
scheme with the Local Plan
period

-3

Circa £100m+ per route

0

Assume will require moderate/long
term pump-priming prior to becoming
commercially viable

-1

Moderate to high cost
risk - no developed
scheme - major Light
Rail schemes has a
history of increased
costs due to long
programmes

-2

Low flexibility to scale down once
implemented due to the light rail
infrastructure and would incur
substantial additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, EEH, Central
Govt Funding Bids

2

Assume moderate
revenues for bus
operator(s)

17.00

37 HQPT Medium Autonomous People Movers Trial and introduce micro autonomous personal and shared people mover for short local trips - for example Central MK for movements between the
shopping centre, employment and central rail station and between CMK, Hospital, Stadium MK and Bletchley.

2 3 2 0 1 1 1 10.0 10.0 3 3 3 -1
May reduce attractiveness
of walking/cycling for
short trips

2

Assume requires limited new
infrastructure, predicted to have a
moderate behaviour changes
impact in CMK

1 Increases commuter travel
options in CMK

0 Negligible impact 1

Positive impact - on local
connectivity/accessibility
for disabled/elderly in
CMK

0

No change expected

1

Improved access to CMK services

3

Excellent - low cost as relies on
private company

1

Expected to be supported by the
public but may have concerns over
safety -1

Challenging legal position to
be resolved to allow use on
the public highway - but
technology is being trailed
and used

-1

Mainly trial based
evidence

Legislation - AV's operating in
public spaces

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume will operate on a commercial
basis

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

2

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to depending on
demand and will require
moderate additional investment

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Scheme
Operators, Innovation
Funds

2

Assume moderate
revenues for
operators 32.00

38 HQPT Medium Pinch point junction bus priority improvements
Physical improvements/changes at junctions on the road network including introduction of traffic signals, junction widening, implementation of bus
lanes etc to provide public transport priority (buses). 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 11.0 11.0 3 3 3 -1

May increase delay and
journey times for other
road users

2
Uses existing junctions but with
some enhancements to improve
efficiency of operation

2
Increased journey time
reliability for bus commuters 1

Reduced delays - reduced
vehicle emissions 0

Benefits all existing bus
users 0

No change expected

2

Reduced bus user frustration

1

Expected to offer good VFM

0

Will be supported by bus users, but
concerns will be raised about
impacts on car delays/congestion 3

Uses well established
technology

2

Examples regionally and
nationally

Lack of stakeholder support -
increased general vehicle
delays 1

Likely to be affordable but
may require funding bid

3

Assume less than £250k per
site

3

Require maintenance costs

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK -2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 0

No income
generated

30.00

39 HQPT Medium Bus Priority Corridors
Physical improvements/changes at junctions and the road network including introduction of traffic signals, junction widening, implementation of
extensive bus lanes/segregated routes etc to provide full route public transport priority for existing bus routes/services. This investment can be
linked to improved bus frequency and vehicle quality.

3 3 3 3 2 2 1 17.0 17.0 3 3 1 -1
May increase delay and
journey times for other
road users

2
Uses existing road network but
with some enhancements 2

Increased journey time
reliability for bus commuters 2

Reduced delays - reduced
vehicle emissions 0

Benefits all existing bus
users 0

No change expected

2

Reduced bus user frustration

1

Expected to offer good VFM

0

Will be supported by bus users, but
concerns will be raised about
impacts on car delays/congestion

3

Uses well established
technology

2

Examples regionally and
nationally

Lack of stakeholder support -
increased general vehicle
delays

1

Likely to be affordable but
may require funding bid

0

Dependant on scale of
interventions - assume £1m-
£3m per corridor (new bus
stops, bus lanes, junction
priority measures)

3

Require maintenance costs

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK

1

Level/type of bus priority
infrastructure can change over
time but likely to incur
substantial additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids

0

No income
generated

37.00

40 HQPT Short Premium Bus Network

Implement a rebranded and updated urban bus network. Upgrade existing core routes to provide higher frequencies (every 10-15 minutes) 7 day
week bus routes that operate from early in the morning to late at night. The premium bus routes will be rebranded e.g. Citi Services, and use high
quality vehicles (could include leather seats, free WIFI, electric vehicles). The success of this option is linked to the options to introduce bus priority
corridors, SMART sensors, electric vehicles and integrated ticketing.

2 1 2 2 2 0 1 10.0 10.0 2 0 1 -1
May reduce the
attractiveness of existing
bus routes in MK

2

Requires no substantial new
infrastructure, moderate increase
in use of the bus network

1
Increases commuter travel
options in MK 0 Negligible impact 1

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

0

No change expected

2

Improved non-car access to local
services and facilities and jobs

1

Expected to offer good VFM

2

Considered will be well supported
by residents/workers within MK

3

Uses well established
technology

2

Examples regionally and
nationally

Gaining bus operator and
support to run new scheme,
funding  infrastructure
improvements, commercial
viability

1

Likely to be affordable but
may require funding bid

3

Assume predominately bus
operator funded

2

Assume may need some initial pump-
priming prior to becoming
commercially viable

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK

2

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to depending on
demand. Changes will require
additional bus fleet/infrastructure

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids

2

Assume moderate
revenues for bus
operator(s)

35.00

41 HQPT Very Short CMK Shuttle Bus Trial Review the CMK Shuttle bus trial funded by the Business Improvement District and if successful implement on a  permeant basis. Upgrade as
technology becomes available include autonomous people movers.

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2.0 2.0 2 0 1 -1
May reduce attractiveness
of walking/cycling for
short trips

1

Requires no new infrastructure,
slight increase in central bus travel
expected 1 Increases commuter travel

options in CMK
0 Negligible impact 1

Positive impact - on local
connectivity/accessibility
for disabled/elderly in
CMK

0

No change expected

1

Improved access to CMK services

3

Excellent - low cost as relies on
private company

2

Considered will be well supported
by CMK users

3

Uses well established
technology

-1

Currently being trialled
in CMK

Long-term commercial viability

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume will operate on a commercial
basis long-term

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

2

Good flexibility to be scaled
up/down depending on demand

Milton Keynes Council,
Business Community

0

Assume break
even/not for profit

26.00

42 HQPT Medium Central MK Bus Only Route
Create a public transport only spine route (Midsummer Boulevard) through Central MK (banning all car access). As technology evolves this could be
used by autonomous public transport vehicles 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 9.0 9.0 2 1 -2 -1

May increase delay and
journey times for other
road users

1

Requires changes to CMK
infrastructure, slight increase in
central bus travel expected 2

Increased journey time
reliability for bus commuters
travelling into CMK

1
Reduced delays - reduced
vehicle emissions 0

Benefits all existing bus
users 1

Air quality improvements due
reduced vehicle movements in CMK

1

Improved access to CMK services

1

Expected to offer good VFM
due the bus user benefits

0

Will be supported by bus users, but
concerns will be raised about
impacts on car
access/delays/congestion

2

Proven infrastructure, but
will have
planning/stakeholder
challenges

1

Some good examples
nationally of PT only
town centre road access

Lack of stakeholder support to
take the scheme forward

1

Likely to be affordable but
may require funding bid

2

Assume relatively low cost -
signage, enforcement and
minor access alterations 3

Require maintenance costs

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK -2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 0

No income
generated

24.00

43 HQPT Short Bus Stop infrastructure
City wide bus stop infrastructure upgrade to provide as a minimum cycle parking, real-time information, persons with reduce mobility access,
Travel Dashboards (live bus tracking) interactive screens, cashless ticket payments. 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 5.0 5.0 2 0 1 0 No impact 1

Upgrades to existing bus stop
infrastructure, slight increase in
central bus travel expected 1

Encourage increased commuter
bus patronage 0 Negligible impact 2

Assume includes improved
disabled access

0

No change expected

1

Reduced stress accessing/waiting
for buses

2

Expected to offer very good
VFM due the relatively low
costs 3

Likely to have high levels of
support from existing bus users

3

Uses well established
technology

3

Substantial local
evidence

Auditing and funding consistent
standard improvements to all
bus stops 2

Relatively low cost scheme
but substantial number of
bus stops require upgrading 3

Circa £30K-£40K per bus stop

3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

3

Flexible scheme with bus stops
upgraded/removed as bus offer
changes over time at relatively
low costs

Milton Keynes Council

0

No income
generated

35.00

44 HQPT Short Taxibus Fixed taxi routes into the main trip attractors which can be shared by multiple passengers (e.g. Project Black Bus in London) 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 6.0 6.0 2 0 2 -1
May reduce the
attractiveness of existing
bus routes in MK

1

Requires no new infrastructure,
slight increase in efficient use of
road network 1 Increases commuter travel

options in CMK
0 Negligible impact 1

Positive impact - on local
connectivity/accessibility
for disabled/elderly in
CMK

0

No change expected

0

No change expected

3

Excellent - low cost as relies on
private company

1

Expected to be supported by the
public but will have limited
knowledge/awareness of schemes 1

Established business model,
but mainly in  other large
congested cities e.g. London -1

Some limited examples
across the UK

Low participation rates -
commercial viability

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume will operate on a commercial
basis

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to depending on
demand

Scheme Operators

2

Assume moderate
revenues for
operators 29.00

45 HQPT Medium CMK Bus Interchange
Replacement of the existing central MK bus interchange (on Lower ninth and Midsummer Boulevard) to facilitate central regeneration. The location
and design needs to be future proofed to facilitate the introduction of a mass transit scheme. 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 15.0 15.0 2 1 2 0 No impact 1

Will require substantial new
infrastructure in CMK, but could
encourage bus travel

2
Encourage increased bus
commuter travel into CMK 1

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

1

Positive impact - on local
connectivity/accessibility
for disabled/elderly in
CMK 2 Positive change in CMK streetscape 1

Improved access to CMK services

1

Expected to offer good VFM
due the bus user benefits

1

Will be supported overall by CMK
users, but concerns will be raised
about impacts on car
delays/congestion 2

Proven infrastructure, but
will have
planning/stakeholder
challenges 2

Good examples
regionally and nationally

Lack of stakeholder support to
take the scheme forward

0

Moderate cost - may need
multiple funding
streams/fund bids

-1

Assume substantial/high
quality bus interchange
facility circa £5-15m

3

Require maintenance costs

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
unknown utility
costs/construction
costs

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106

1

Potential for
revenue generation
through retail offer

30.00

46 HQPT Short Orbital Bus Routes Review the existing radial bus routes and introduce orbital routes that better serve non CMK journeys. 3 0 2 1 2 1 2 11.0 11.0 3 0 3 0 No impact -1
Could require new bus stops and
additional bus fleet 2

Encourage increased bus
commuter travel across MK 2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

2

Improved non-car access to local
services and facilities and jobs

1

Expected to offer good VFM
assuming new services become
commercially successful 3

Likely to have high levels of
support from local residents

3

Uses well established
existing bus technology

1

Some good examples
nationally

low patronage/commercial
viability

2

Assume would be
implemented on a trial basis
with pump priming 3

Assume privately funded
with some new bus stop
requirements 1

may requires some moderate-medium
term pump priming

0

Moderate cost risk -
unknown whether
routes will be
commercially viable

2

Good flexibility to be scaled
up/down depending on demand
but will incur lost or additional
costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106 2

Assume moderate
revenues for bus
operator(s) 37.00

47 Local Access Very Short PTW Parking
Fund the implementation of secure high quality PTW (Scooter and Motorcycle) parking at key existing destinations including regional centres,
central MK and employment sites. The  parking should be secure, well overlooked and provide for a range of PTWs. 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 3.0 3.0 0 0 3 -1

Depending on the location
may result in the loss of
car parking

1
Requires the construction of new
PTW parking, but will encourage
use of m/cycles and scooters

1
Increases commuter travel
options in MK 1

Encourage uptake of
m/cycle and scooter use 0 Negligible impact 0

No change expected

1

Improved well being for M/cycle
and scooter users

2

Very good - anticipated to be
low cost

1

Will be supported overall by
existing/future residents.

3

Straight forward scheme

1

Some good examples
nationally

Finding suitable sites

3

Low cost option easy to
implement

3

Low cost PTW parking
infrastructure

3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down to depending on
demand

Milton Keynes Council

0

No income
generated assume
free parking 28.00

48 Local Access Long Zero Emission Zone
Introduce a Zero Emission Zone covering Central MK. This would require all diesels and petrol vehicles to be banned from central MK. This could be
phased starting with the most polluting vehicles and an area of Central MK and expand as the update of EV's continues. -1 3 -1 0 2 2 3 8.0 8.0 3 3 0 -3

Substantial impact on non-
eligible vehicle access to
the zone.

-2
Requires new legislation and
enforcement infrastructure across
CMK

-2
Assumed will make CMK less
attractive to investment in the
short/medium term

3

Result in a substantial
reduction in carbon
emissions in CMK

-1
Negative impact on
owners of affected
vehicles

3 Improved air quality in CMK 0

No change expected

-2

Air quality not currently a
substantial issue, will
substantially impact on current
travel patterns to CMK

-3
Likely to have significant public
concerns -2

Challenging - particularly
monitoring and enforcement
challenges

-2

Low and Ultra Low
emission zones in London
but no established zero
emission zones,

High stakeholder risks in
taking scheme forward

1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term

0

Start-up costs - circa £500k
(signage, cameras, fine
collections). Ongoing
operate costs assume circa
£250k per year £3m over
Local Plan period

-1

May require moderate continuous
funding  for back office admin/fine
processing

-2

Unfamiliar scheme,
complex, likely to have
low level of support

2

Once implement can be scaled up
and down in terms of locations
covered/charges/exceptions

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids

2

Assume moderate
revenue generation
through
permits/fines -1.00

49 Rail Long East West Rail Enhance connectivity to East West Rail stations (Marston Line) including bus, walk and cycle access and station facilities. 3 1 3 3 2 2 1 15.0 15.0 3 1 2 0 No impact -3 Requires substantial new rail
infrastructure

3

Substantial increase in
connectivity across the sub-
region 2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners -1 Increased noise due to increased train

movements
2

Improved public transport access
into the study area

2

Very good - expected to
provide substantial regional
benefits 3

Likely to have high levels of
support from local residents to
enable EWR access 3

In development

3

Business case been
developed

Achieving funding and delivery
programme

3

Funded by central
government

3

Funded by central
government

3

Assume fully funded

3

Low cost risk to MKC -
funded by others

-2

Once implemented, low flexibility
in changing the physical
infrastructure, but train services
can change over time

Central Government
(EWR Company)

2

Assume moderate
revenues for
operators 43.00

50 Rail Long Marston Vale Level Crossing Closures
Closure of at grade level crossings along the Marson Vale Line as a result of EWR increase in rail frequency. This includes Simpson Road, V10
Brickhill Street, A5130 Station Road in Milton Keynes 1 0 0 1 0 3 3 8.0 8.0 1 0 -2 -1

Could reduce local
connectivity if direct links
are not reprovided

-2
Requires substantial new rail
crossing infrastructure 1

Improved local connectivity
and journey reliability from
routes crossing Marston Vale
rail line

1
Reduced delays - reduced
vehicle emissions 0

Benefits all existing
crossing users -1

Crossing solutions may have negative
impacts on existing natural/built
environment

1

Reduced frustration waiting at
barrier down time

-1
Alternative crossing provision
will require substantial
infrastructure investment

2

Considered will be well supported
by effected local residents

-3

Considered to be extremely
challenging to deliver local
alternative all movement
crossings

1

Some national examples
of level crossing closures

Developing feasible alternative
schemes, funding, challenging
stakeholders -2

Likely to have substantial
cost and funding issues

-1

Assuming all options are
new bridges circa £5m+

3

Require maintenance costs

-1

High number of
unknowns - type of
scheme, costs,
feasibility

-3

No/very limited flexibility to
change once a crossing is closed
and alternative crossing put in
place

Central Government
(EWR Company)

0

No income
generated

2.00

51 Rail Very Long Wolverton-Olney Rail Link
Re-open the rail link to Newport Pagnell and Olney. Wolverton-Newport Pagnell Line operated from 1866-1967, An extension to Olney was planned
but abandoned after being partly constructed. Part of the trackbed provides a section of the Redway network. 3 0 2 2 2 0 1 10.0 10.0 2 2 3 -1

May reduce attractiveness
of existing public transport
options.

-3
Requires substantial new rail
infrastructure 1

Increases commuter travel
options along the proposed rail
line

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

-2
Re-introduction of the trainline will
have built and natural environmental
impacts along the route

2

Improved public transport access
into the study area

-3
Unlikely to be commercially
viable and require large new
infrastructure investment

2

Considered will be well supported
by potential users.

-3

Considered to be extremely
challenging to deliver new
local rail link

-3

No business
case/evidence to re-open
establish local rail line

Developing a robust business
case, commercial viability,
funding, developing a feasible
scheme.

-3

Likely to have substantial
cost and lack of business case

-3

Substantial infrastructure
costs

-3

Assume would require high level
continuous revenue support to be
operational

-2

very high number of
unknowns - on scheme
construction costs, land
availability,
environmental
impacts/mitigation,
utility costs

-2

Once implemented, low flexibility
in changing the physical
infrastructure, but train services
can change over time

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Network
Rail

-3

Likely to operate at
a substantial
commercial loss but
requires further
analysis assessment -12.00

Total  Score

Does the option impact negatively on other
modes of transport?

Makes better use of existing infrastructure or 'does
more with less'?

Economic Growth Carbon Emissions Socio-distributional impacts and the
regions

Local Environment Impact Well Being Expect VfM Public Acceptability Practical Feasibility Quality of Evidence Affordability Capital Cost

STRATEGIC ECONOMIC Managerial Financial Commercial

Theme

Revenue Cost Overall Cost Risk Flexibility of Option Income Generated

 Ref Option Description

Future Scenarios FitInfrastructure Objectives Scoring

Implementation
Timescales



52 Rail Long Bletchley Chord
Implement a direct rail connection from the Marston Line to the WCML to enable direct train services from Bedford to Central Milton Keynes. This
option could be linked with East West Rail. This may also require an extra railine to Milton Keynes Central 3 1 3 3 3 0 2 15.0 15.0 3 3 3 0 No impact -2

Requires substantial new local rail
infrastructure 2

Improved business travel
options from Bedford/ Central
Beds to MK

1

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

1

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

-1
Increased noise and built
environment impacts adjacent to
proposed link

2

Improved public transport access
into the study area

-1
Likely to be very costly,
interchange currently possible
at Bletchley Station

3

Likely to have high levels of
support from local residents to
enable better rail access

-2

Challenging - with NR
stakeholders and
infrastructure/land
constraints

1

Some national examples
of new rail connection
delivery

Developing a robust business
case, funding, developing a
feasible scheme.

-1

Complexity and schemes
costs will present funding
challenges

-3

Circa £70m

3

Assume ongoing costs met by
network rail

-2

very high number of
unknowns - on scheme
construction costs, land
availability,
environmental
impacts/mitigation,
utility costs

-3

No/very limited flexibility to
change once implemented

Central Government
(EWR Company)

0

No income
generated

13.00

53 Rail Very Long Relocate Woburn Sand Station Relocate Woburn Sands Railway Station to support new development delivery in southeast Milton Keynes 3 1 2 3 2 0 2 13.0 13.0 1 1 2 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new rail
infrastructure

2 Could support longer-term
strategic growth

0 Negligible impact -1 Negative impact on
existing station users

0
Not possible to accurately assess due
to a lack of specific design and
location details.

2

Improved public transport access
into the study area

0 Assume developer funded 0 Assume will have a balance of
support and concerns

-1

Challenging - particularly
working with Rail industry
stakeholders -2

Some limited national
examples of rail station
relocation proposals

Developing a robust business
case, funding, developing a
feasible scheme. -3

Unlikely to be delivered
with Local Plan period

-3

Circa £25m for new station

3

Assume ongoing costs met train
operators

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires support from
Network Rail

-3

No/very limited flexibility to
change once implemented

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Network
Rail, S106

0

No income
generated

5.00

54 Rail Very Long New Salden Chase Rail Station New Railway Station at Salden Chase on EWR to support new development delivery in southwest Milton Keynes 3 1 2 3 2 0 2 13.0 13.0 2 2 3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new rail
infrastructure

2 Could support longer-term
strategic growth

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners 0

Not possible to accurately assess due
to a lack of specific design and
location details.

2

Improved public transport access
into the study area

0 Assume developer funded 2

Considered will be well supported
by potential users.

0

Challenging - particularly
working with Rail industry
stakeholders -but does not
require relocation of an
existing station

2

Good examples
regionally and nationally

Developing a robust business
case, funding, developing a
feasible scheme. -2

Will be challenging to fund
within the Local Plan period

-3

Circa £25m for new station

3

Assume ongoing costs met train
operators

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires support from
Network Rail

-3

No/very limited flexibility to
change once implemented

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Network
Rail, S106

0

No income
generated

18.00

55 Rail Very Long Luton Rail Link Rail Link from Milton Keynes to Luton 0 0 2 2 1 0 1 6.0 6.0 3 3 3 0 No impact -3
Requires substantial new rail
infrastructure 1

Increases commuter travel
options along the proposed rail
line

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

-2
Re-introduction of the trainline will
have built and natural environmental
impacts along the route

2

Improved public transport access
into the study area

-3
Unlikely to be commercially
viable and require large new
infrastructure investment

1

Will be supported overall by
potential users

-3

Considered to be extremely
challenging to deliver new
regional rail link

-3

No business
case/evidence to re-open
establish local rail line

Developing a robust business
case, commercial viability,
funding, developing a feasible
scheme.

-3

Likely to have substantial
cost and lack of business case

-3

Substantial infrastructure
costs

-3

Assume would require high level
continuous revenue support to be
operational

-2

very high number of
unknowns - on scheme
construction costs, land
availability,
environmental
impacts/mitigation,
utility costs

-2

Once implemented, low flexibility
in changing the physical
infrastructure, but train services
can change over time

Milton Keynes Council,
Luton Borough Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Network
Rail 0

Unknown - will
require business
case
assessment/develop
ment -13.00

56 Rail Short  Rail Station Interchange Hubs WCML
Improve sustainable access and facilities at the existing local Rail Stations in Milton Keynes (WCML). This option would include improved cycle
routes to the existing mainline stations (cycle lanes) and high-quality and secure station cycle parking (Cycle Hubs) that also provide basic tools/
track pumps, better bus and taxi facilities to improve multi-modal interchange

3 1 3 3 2 2 1 15.0 15.0 3 3 3 0 No impact 2

Requires new access enhancement
infrastructure, but should
encourage more use of existing
train stations

2
Improved connectivity for
business rail travel/ support
planned growth

1

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

3

Encourage active travel to from
the rail stations and rail travel
less stressful compared to car
commuting

3

Excellent - depending on scale
of improvements should offer
VFM 2

Considered will be well supported
by potential existing station users

3

Uses current technology,
numerous examples across
the UK 2

Good examples
regionally and nationally

Lack of support from rail
operators/local residents

1

Likely to be affordable but
may require funding bid

0

Assume substantial access
improvements at each
station Circa £1m-£5m per
station

3

Require maintenance costs

2

Low cost risk - similar
schemes delivered
across the UK 2

Station locations are fixed, but
access improvements at each
location can be scaled up/bespoke
to each location

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Train
Operating Companies,
S106

0

No income
generated

44.00

57 Rail Long Cover and cut EWR Bletchley/Salden Chase Cover EWR line in the Bletchley/Salden Chase area to enable strategic housing development 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0 3.0 -1 1 0 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial
earthworks/engineering

2 Support long-term potential
growth sites

0 No impact 0 Negligible impact 1

Reduced noise pollution/improved
local environment

1

Reduced noise impacts of EWR on
local residents

2

Very good - assuming cost
neutral

2

Considered will be well supported
by local residents

0

Challenging - particularly
working with Rail industry
stakeholders 1

Suspect there are
examples where this has
been or is planned to be
done nationally

EWR stakeholders, funding,
programme impacts

-2

Will be challenging to fund
within the Local Plan period

-2

Circa £15-20m

3

Assume no ongoing costs to MKC

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires support from
Network Rail/EWR

-3

Once completed will not be
changed

Central Government
(EWR Company)

0

No income
generated

6.00

58 Rail Very Long Bedford-Northampton Rail Link Re-open the rail link between Bedford and Northampton via Olney (Cobbler Line). The line closed to passengers in 1962. 3 0 2 2 2 0 1 10.0 10.0 3 3 3 -1
May reduce attractiveness
of existing public transport
options.

-3
Requires substantial new rail
infrastructure 1

Increases commuter travel
options along the proposed rail
line

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

-2
Re-introduction of the trainline will
have built and natural environmental
impacts along the route

2

Improved public transport access
into the study area

-2
Likely to be poor due to the
required large new
infrastructure investment

2

Considered will be well supported
by potential users.

-3

Considered to be extremely
challenging to deliver new
regional rail link

-3

No business
case/evidence to re-open
establish local rail line

Developing a robust business
case, commercial viability,
funding, developing a feasible
scheme.

-3

Likely to have substantial
cost and lack of business case

-3

Substantial infrastructure
costs

-3

Assume would require high level
continuous revenue support to be
operational

-2

very high number of
unknowns - on scheme
construction costs, land
availability,
environmental
impacts/mitigation,
utility costs

-2

Once implemented, low flexibility
in changing the physical
infrastructure, but train services
can change over time

Central Bedfordshire
Council, Bedford Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Network
Rail 0

Unknown - will
require business
case
assessment/develop
ment -8.00

59 Rail Very Long Bedford-Wolverton Rail Link
Combining the delivery of options 51 and 58 would provide a direct rail link from Bedford to Milton Keynes Central via Wolverton. This an
alternative scheme to Option 52. 3 0 2 2 2 0 1 10.0 10.0 3 3 3 -1

May reduce attractiveness
of existing public transport
options.

-3
Requires substantial new rail
infrastructure 1

Increases commuter travel
options along the proposed rail
line

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

2

Positive impact - on
connectivity/accessibility
for non-car owners

-2
Re-introduction of the trainline will
have built and natural environmental
impacts along the route

2

Improved public transport access
into the study area

-3
Unlikely to be commercially
viable and require large new
infrastructure investment

2

Considered will be well supported
by potential users.

-3

Considered to be extremely
challenging to deliver new
local rail link

-3

No business
case/evidence to re-open
establish local rail line

Developing a robust business
case, commercial viability,
funding, developing a feasible
scheme.

-3

Likely to have substantial
cost and lack of business case

-3

Substantial infrastructure
costs

-3

Assume would require high level
continuous revenue support to be
operational

-2

very high number of
unknowns - on scheme
construction costs, land
availability,
environmental
impacts/mitigation,
utility costs

-2

Once implemented, low flexibility
in changing the physical
infrastructure, but train services
can change over time

Milton Keynes Council,
Central Bedfordshire
Council, Bedford Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Network
Rail

0

Unknown - will
require business
case
assessment/develop
ment -9.00

60 Water Long Bedford-Milton Keynes Waterway
Scheme is to create a waterway (Canal) From Bedford to Milton Keynes with the benefits of providing a walking, cycling route, boost tourism and
provide wildlife and environmental benefits. Scheme requires a culvert under the A421 which is unfunded. 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2.0 2.0 0 0 2 0 No impact -2

Requires substantial new
infrastructure 0

Negligible impact -
predominately leisure benefits 0 Negligible impact 0 Negligible impact 1

Enhancement of the Canal setting/
increased use

2

New recreational opportunities

-1
VfM expected to be low due to
mainly recreational benefits 2

Considered will be well supported
by potential users.

1

Some minor infrastructure
challenges along the planned
route

1

Campaign group
established

Funding of large infrastructure
requirements

-1

Unlikely to be
affordable/funding priority in
Local Plan period

-3

Substantial infrastructure
costs circa £300m

3

Require maintenance costs

-1

No detailed fully
costed scheme

-3

Once completed will not be
changed

Milton Keynes Council,
Central Bedfordshire
Council, Bedford Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids

0

No income
generated

1.00

61 Road Medium Pinch point junction capacity improvements
Physical highway capacity improvements at junctions on the road network including introduction of traffic signals, junction widening etc to reduce
general vehicle delays and congestion. 2 0 -2 1 -2 1 -1 -1.0 -1.0 1 3 3 0 No impact 2

Uses existing junctions but with
some enhancements 2

Reduced commuter private
vehicle journey times and
support housing/job delivery

1
Reduced delays - reduced
vehicle emissions -1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Potential for damage to natural
environment if land take is required.
Could affect ecology, archaeology,
etc. 2

Reduced vehicle user frustration

2

Expected to offer very good
VFM due to journey time
benefits

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

3

Uses current technology,
numerous examples across
the UK and locally

3

Substantial local
examples

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction, potential
requirements for third party
land.

1

Likely to be affordable but
may require funding bid

3

Depending on scale of
scheme - assume circa £500k
to £1m per junction

3

Require maintenance costs

1

Slight cost risk -
familiar scheme/typical
cycle infrastructure

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106

0

No income
generated

21.00

62 Road Medium A5 Old Stratford Roundabout Upgrade to a grade separated junction 2 0 -2 1 -2 1 -1 -1.0 -1.0 0 2 3 0 No impact -2
Requires substantial new junction
improvement works 2

Improved journey time
reliability along the A5
corridor and support planned
growth

1
Reduced delays - reduced
vehicle emissions -1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Potential for damage to natural
environment if land take is required.
Could affect ecology, archaeology,
etc. 2

Reduced vehicle user frustration

1

Expected to offer good VFM
due to journey time benefits -
but relatively high costs

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

1

Some challenges if private
land is required to enable
grade separation

2

Examples regionally of
new grade separated
junctions

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction, potential
requirements for third party
land.

-2

Will be challenging to fund
within the Local Plan period

-2

Circa £15-20m

3

Assume maintenance costs met by
Highways England

1

Slight cost risk -
familiar scheme/typical
cycle infrastructure

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,
Highways England 0

No income
generated

5.00

63 Road Medium A5 V10 Brickhill Street Upgrade to a grade separated junction 2 0 -2 1 -2 1 -1 -1.0 -1.0 0 2 3 0 No impact -2
Requires substantial new junction
improvement works 2

Improved journey time
reliability along the A5
corridor and support planned
growth

1
Reduced delays - reduced
vehicle emissions -1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Potential for damage to natural
environment if land take is required.
Could affect ecology, archaeology,
etc. 2

Reduced vehicle user frustration

1

Expected to offer good VFM
due to journey time benefits -
but relatively high costs

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

1

Some challenges if private
land is required to enable
grade separation

2

Examples regionally of
new grade separated
junctions

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction, potential
requirements for third party
land.

-2

Will be challenging to fund
within the Local Plan period

-2

Circa £15-20m

3

Assume maintenance costs met by
Highways England

1

Slight cost risk -
familiar scheme/typical
cycle infrastructure

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,
Highways England 0

No income
generated

5.00

64 Road Medium Oxford to Cambridge Expressway

The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is a dual carriageway proposal by Highways England. It is not a committed scheme, however MKC should
work with stakeholders to maximise the benefit of the road to local residents and businesses. This option includes identifying potential junction
locations with the MRN/A Roads, unlocking strategic growth sites and transport hubs/Park and Ride sites. This will include junctions with the
A4146 and A5

3 1 -1 3 -2 1 -1 4.0 4.0 1 2 3 0 No impact -3
Requires substantial new road
infrastructure 3

Substantial increase in
connectivity across the sub-
region

-2

Additional highway
capacity could result in
increased local and
regional vehicle travel
demands

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-2
new road infrastructure will have
built and natural environmental
impacts along the route

2

Improved vehicle access across
the study area

2

Very good - expected to
provide substantial regional
benefits

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

-2

Challenging - particularly
due to scale of the scheme
and potential impacts

1

Some examples
regionally and nationally
of Expressway standard
routes - evidence base in
development

Funding, delivery programme,
stakeholder challenges

3

Funded by central
government

3

Funded by central
government

3

Assume maintenance costs met by
Highways England

3

Low cost risk to MKC -
funded by others

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs

Highways England

0

No income
generated

15.00

65 Road Medium Milton Keynes Grid Expansion
This Option proposes the expansion of the MK Grid Road system (network of direct high capacity roads and roundabouts) into the strategic growth
sites allocated in the Plan MK. This includes land east of the M1, South East Urban Extension, Eaton Leys, Western Expansion Area, Westcroft and
Newton Leys.

2 1 1 0 -1 0 -1 2.0 2.0 1 2 2 0 No impact -2
Requires substantial new road
infrastructure 2

Could integrate planned
growth sites with existing road
network

-2
Continue to encourage
private car dominated
travel patterns

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1
new road infrastructure will have
built and natural environmental
impacts along the route

2

Improved vehicle access across
the study area

1

Expected to offer good VFM
due to ability to link into
existing infrastructure

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

-3

Very challenging - given
some new planned
developments have been
built-out preventing
expansion of the grid
network

3

Substantial local
examples

Funding, delivery programme,
stakeholder challenges,
committed developments

0

Moderate cost - may need
multiple funding
streams/fund bids

-2

Circa £15-20m

3

Require maintenance costs

1

Slight cost risk -
familiar scheme/typical
cycle infrastructure

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,

0

No income
generated

4.00

66 Road Short Increase Car Parking Provision
This Option proposes increased car parking supply at key destinations including Central MK, business centres to meet the growth needs of theses
sectors. The infrastructure will be predominately multi-storey car parking. 0 -1 -3 0 -3 -1 -2 -10.0 -10.0 -3 -2 2 -3

Will discourage update of
public transport and active
travel

-2
Requires substantial new parking
infrastructure 2

Expect to be popular with
existing business and
attracting new CMK growth

-3
Increase private car
travel to CMK -1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-2

Development of new car parking will
likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

0

Reduced CMK vehicle user stress
(finding a car parking spaces) but
also likely to discourage modal
shift including to active modes

-1

VfM expected to be low due to
requirement for implementing
multi story car parking and
increased congestion

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

3

Uses current technology,
numerous examples across
the UK and locally

3

Substantial local
examples

Achieving transport policy
objectives

2

High upfront cost but assume
will be covered by revenue
generated

0

Circa £5m for large multi-
storey car park

3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

1

Level of additional car parking to
be provided can changed over
time but will incur substantial
additional infrastructure costs

Milton Keynes Council,
Car park operators,
Developers, S106

2

Assume moderate
revenues for
operators

0.00

67 Road Short Capped Car Parking Provision This Option proposes to cap car parking supply at the current levels at existing key destinations including Central MK, business centres to
encourage modal shift and manage congestion at peak times.

0 0 2 0 2 0 1 5.0 5.0 3 2 -2 -1

May impact on private
vehicle travel to CMK if
attractive alternatives are
not provided

0 No impact -1
Unlikely be to attractive to
existing and future commuters
to CMK

1
With growth in travel
demand will cap car
travel to CMK

-1 Negative impact on car
owners

0

No change expected

1

With development growth likely
to encourage modal shift
including to active modes
increasing physical activity

3

Excellent - requires no
investment/costs

-1

Likely general public overall will
not support capping CMK parking
due to concerns on car based access 2

Requires policy
backing/support

-1

Some examples but only
for individual
developments rather
than designated areas.

Strong policy/ enforcement
required

3

Negligible cost implications

3

Negligible capital costs

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

-3

No flexibility - car parking
provision is fixed with no changes
allowed

Milton Keynes Council

0

No additional
income generated

16.00

68 Road Medium Reduced Car Parking Provision
This Option proposes to reduce the car parking supply at key destinations including Central MK, business centres to encourage modal shift and
reduce congestion at peak times. The infrastructure would be selling of existing surface car parking for development or public uses. 0 1 3 0 3 0 1 8.0 8.0 2 2 -3 -2

Impact on private vehicle
access to CMK -1

Requires the removal of existing
car parking spaces -2

Unlikely be to attractive to
existing and future commuters
to CMK

3

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel

-2
Negative impact on car
owners 2

Potential improvement in streetscape
and urban environment due to
reduction in car prevalence and
congestion.  Care would need to be
taken to ensure an improved
infrastructure is sympathetic to the
exiting environment.

2

With development growth likely
to substantially encourage
modal shift including to active
modes increasing physical
activity 2

Very good - assumes makes
additional land available for
new developments

-3

General public likely to reject
reducing CMK parking due to
concerns on car based access

1

Feasible but likely to face
strong legal/planning
challenges

-3

Likely to be a lack of
evidence on the
potential impacts of
reducing CMK car
parking

High stakeholder risks in
taking scheme forward

3

Negligible cost implications
is car parking sold for
development/other uses

3

Negligible capital costs

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

0

Minor flexibility - once car parking
is removed will be difficult to re-
provided in the future

Milton Keynes Council

-1

Reduction in car
parking revenues

16.00

69 Road Short Central MK Car Park Management
This Option proposes to revise the Central MK car parking, including simplifying the type of car parking, reviewing the car parking charges and
adopting a data led approach to demand management (increasing EV spaces). This could include dynamic supply/demand charging regime. 0 3 2 0 2 0 1 8.0 8.0 2 2 -1 -1

Assuming management is
targeted at encouraging
mode shift will reduce
attractiveness of car
travel.

2
Assume will result in more efficient
use of the existing parking resource 0 Dependent on content/focus 2

Assume will result in
more efficient use of the
existing parking resource

0
Dependent on
content/focus 0

No change expected

0

Dependant on outcomes

3

Requires MK Council officer
time

0
Assume will have a balance of
support and concerns depending on
outcomes

3

Update/review of existing
strategy

2

Good examples
regionally

Competing stakeholder
priorities

3

Low cost - assume requires
new signage/marketing info

3

Low capital costs new
signage/payment options

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

1

Moderate flexibility as once
implemented difficult to
substantially change on a regular
basis

Milton Keynes Council,
Car park operators

1

Assume any changes
will raise additional
revenues

33.00

70 Road Very Short Expansion Electric Vehicle Charging Points Increase the supply of electric car charging points across Milton Keynes - including in Central MK, new development, employment sites. 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 5.0 5.0 3 3 3 -1
Reduced car parking
availability for non-electric
vehicles

1
Requires new electric charging
infrastructure, but will support
take-up of electric vehicles

0 No impact 3

Encourage take-up of
electric vehicles

-2
Benefits those who can
afford to purchase electric
vehicles

0

No change expected

1

Reduced stress for electric
vehicle users

3

Excellent - assume funded by
private companies

1

Overall general public likely to
support role out of charging
infrastructure 3

Expansion of existing
infrastructure

3

Lots of local examples  Funding

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

2

Good flexibility in terms of
locations/number and requires
moderate costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,
Charger operators

1

Generate revenues
for operators

32.00

71 Road Medium Multiple Occupancy Vehicle Lanes Implementation of multiple occupancy vehicle lanes on the dual carriageway grid road network. Lanes to be used by vehicles carrying more than
one person. This option can be also include use of the lanes by buses, taxi's and PTWs.

0 2 0 0 1 1 1 5.0 5.0 1 3 -1 -1 Will result in increased
general traffic delays

1 Assume will use existing dual grid
road network

-1
For single occupancy vehicle
trips journey times will
increase

2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel -1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

0

No change expected assumes utilises
existing grid road network

1

Reduced  frustration for multiple
occupancy vehicle users

-1

Low cost - but will negatively
impact on the single occupancy
car users 0

Assume will have a balance of
support and concerns due to
potential impacts on single
occupancy vehicle movements

-1

Feasible but challenging -
needs strong monitoring and
enforcement -1

Some limited
examples/trials in UK

Stakeholder risks including
agreements over routes,
sections, exceptions, time
periods, general vehicle
impacts

1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term -1

Assume substantial
camera/enforcement costs
circa £10m city-wide scheme -1

May require moderate continuous
funding  for back office admin/fine
processing -2

Unfamiliar scheme,
complex, not many UK
examples to draw upon -2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to remove

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 1

Generate revenues
through fines

-1.00

72 Road Very Short Fleet Operator Training
Encourage/Promote Fleet operator training schemes for example FORS (Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme) which encourages fleet operators (bus,
coach, van and truck fleets) to apply best practice in safety, driving standards and environmental practices. For example FORS provides training for
fleet managers and drivers to improve road safety, reduce fuel consumption and ensure legal compliance.

0 0 0 0 0 3 1 4.0 4.0 0 0 0 0 No impact 0

No change in use of existing
infrastructure

0 No impact 1
Encourage more
environmentally friendly
fleet operations

0

No change

0

No change expected

1

Improved driver well being,
reduced accidents

2

Requires additional cost to
fleet operators

2

Considered will be well supported
due to potential safety benefits to
all road users 3

Existing nationwide schemes
in operation

2

Good national schemes
available

Low participation rates

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Flexible training scheme that can
adapt and change to new
requirements/circumstances

Scheme operators

2

Generate revenues
for scheme
operators 32.00

73 Road Long A422-A5 Link Road New link road from the A422 to A5 in north-west Milton Keynes to relieve congestion at the A5 Old Stratford Roundabout 2 0 -2 1 -2 0 -1 -2.0 -2.0 1 2 3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new road
infrastructure

2
Improved journey time
reliability along the A5
corridor

-2

Provide congestion relief
but also likely to
encourage private car
use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Development of new infrastructure
will likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

1

Improved access to the A5

1

High costs - will provide A5
congestion relief

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

0

Requires further
development and testing of
feasible options

2

Lots of regional link
road/development
examples available

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction

-1

Likely to have funding
challenging within the Local
Plan period and impacts on
Western Expansion Area

-3

Circa £40m

3

Require maintenance costs

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires feasibility,
costing, utility impact,
environmental
constraints

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,

0

No income
generated

-2.00

74 Road Long H1 Ridgeway Extension Extension of the H1 Ridgeway over the A5 in north-west Milton Keynes to provide additional vehicle connectivity to the east and relieve pressure
on Watling Street

2 0 -2 1 -2 0 -1 -2.0 -2.0 1 2 3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new road
infrastructure

2
Improved journey time
reliability along V4 Watling
Street

-2

Provide congestion relief
but also likely to
encourage private car
use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-2

Development of new infrastructure
will likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

1

Improved access towards
Wolverton/north Milton Keynes

-1

High costs - bridge required
over A5, but could provide
congestion relief to Watling
Street

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

0

Requires further
development and testing of
feasible options

2

Lots of regional link
road/development
examples available

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction

-1

Likely to have funding
challenging within the Local
Plan period and impacts on
Western Expansion Area

-2

Circa £25m

3

Require maintenance costs

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires feasibility,
costing, utility impact,
environmental
constraints

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,

0

No income
generated

-4.00

75 Road Long Bletchley Southern Bypass Deliver the Bletchley Southern Bypass linking the A421 and A4146 to provide congestion relief to the A421 and Buckingham Road and support the
delivery of strategic growth in the southwest.

2 0 -2 2 -2 1 -1 0.0 0.0 0 1 3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new road
infrastructure

2 Improved journey time
reliability through Bletchley

-2

Provide congestion relief
but also likely to
encourage private car
use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Development of new infrastructure
will likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

2

Improved access around
Southern MK

1

High costs - will provide
improved accessibility in
southern MK

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

0

Requires further
development and testing of
feasible options

2

Lots of regional link
road/development
examples available

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction

-3

Unlikely to a fully funded
scheme with the Local Plan
period

-3

Circa £100m

3

Require maintenance costs

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires feasibility,
costing, utility impact,
environmental
constraints

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,

0

No income
generated

-1.00

76 Road Long Olney Bypass Bypass of Olney on the A509 to the north of MK 0 0 -2 2 -2 1 1 0.0 0.0 0 1 3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new road
infrastructure

2 Improved journey time
reliability through Olney

-2

Provide congestion relief
but also likely to
encourage private car
use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-2

Development of new infrastructure
will likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

2

Improved well being for
residents in Olney

0

Anticipated to be high cost,
congestion benefits may not be
sufficient for a strong business
case

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

0

Requires further
development and testing of
feasible options

1

Some national examples
of bypass schemes
available

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction

-3

Unlikely to a fully funded
scheme with the Local Plan
period

-3

Circa £50-100m

3

Require maintenance costs

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires feasibility,
costing, utility impact,
environmental
constraints

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,

0

No income
generated

-4.00

77 Road Long Junction 14A M1 New grade separated junction on the M1 to the north of Milton Keynes to support northern strategic development 2 0 -2 1 -2 1 -1 -1.0 -1.0 0 1 3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new junction
infrastructure

2
Improved commuter access
from the M1 / new
developments

-1 Likely to encourage
private car use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Development of new infrastructure
will likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

1

Improved access to MK from the
north/M1 - improved driver well
being

1

High costs - will provide
improved accessibility in
Northern MK

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

0

Requires further
development and testing of
feasible options

2

Lots of regional examples
of new grade separated
junctions

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction

-3

Unlikely to a fully funded
scheme/required to support
planned Local Plan growth

-3

Circa £50m

3

Assume maintenance costs met by
Highways England

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires feasibility,
costing, utility impact,
environmental
constraints

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,
Highways England

0

No income
generated

-2.00

78 Road Long Upgrade of M1 Junction 14 to support strategic growth Highway capacity improvements at Junction 14 of the M1 2 0 -2 2 -2 1 -1 0.0 0.0 0 1 3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new junction
infrastructure

2
Improved commuter access
from the M1 and supports
housing/job growth

-1

Provide congestion relief
but also likely to
encourage private car
use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Development of new infrastructure
will likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

1

Improved access to MK from the
M1 - improved driver well being

1

High costs - will provide
improved accessibility in
Northern MK

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

0

Requires further
development and testing of
feasible options

2

Lots of regional examples
of upgraded grade
separated junctions

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction

0

Moderate to high cost - may
need multiple funding
streams/fund bids

-2

Assume substantial
improvements circa £15-25m

3

Assume maintenance costs met by
Highways England

1

Slight cost risk -
familiar scheme/typical
cycle infrastructure

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,
Highways England

0

No income
generated

4.00

79 Road Long A509 to A5 Link Road A509 to A5 Link Road across the north of Milton Keynes 2 0 -2 1 -2 1 -1 -1.0 -1.0 0 1 3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new junction
infrastructure

2
Improved commuter access
northern MK and supports
job/housing growth

-2

Provide congestion relief
but also likely to
encourage private car
use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-2

Development of new infrastructure
will likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

1

Improved access across MK North
- improved driver well being

0

Anticipated to be very high
cost, congestion benefits may
not be sufficient for a strong
business case

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

0

Requires further
development and testing of
feasible options

2

Lots of regional link
road/development
examples available

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction

-3

Unlikely to a fully funded
scheme/required to support
planned Local Plan growth

-3

Circa £200m

3

Require maintenance costs

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires feasibility,
costing, utility impact,
environmental
constraints

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,

0

No income
generated

-5.00

80 Road Long Realigned A5 Re-aligned A5 and New Junction with North Mk link road to include a Potterspury bypass 0 0 -2 2 -2 1 1 0.0 0.0 0 1 2 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial new junction
infrastructure

2
Improved commuter access
northern MK and supports
job/housing growth

-2

Provide congestion relief
but also likely to
encourage private car
use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Development of new infrastructure
will likely change the streetscape and
urban environment. This will most
likely increase the amount of
hardstanding, which has the potential
adversely impact on the streetscape
and urban environment.

2

Improved well being for
residents in Potterspury

0

Anticipated to be very high
cost, congestion benefits may
not be sufficient for a strong
business case

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use

0

Requires further
development and testing of
feasible options

2

Lots of regional link
road/development
examples available

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction

-3

Unlikely to a fully funded
scheme/required to support
planned Local Plan growth

-3

Circa £70-100m

3

Assume maintenance costs met by
Highways England

0

Moderate cost risk - no
developed scheme -
requires feasibility,
costing, utility impact,
environmental
constraints

-2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, S106,
Highways England

0

No income
generated

-2.00

81 Road Very Long One-Way Gyratory Fundamentally change the operation of the grid road network to one-way operation to improve traffic capacity. The grid road structure lends itself
to creating a one-way gyratory system around Central MK or city wide with the aim of reducing direct vehicle access to key destinations.

-2 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -3.0 -3.0 -2 -3 -3 0 No impact -2 Requires substantial changes to the
existing road network

1
Reduced number of accidents
and increased road network
capacity

-2

Provide congestion relief
but also likely to
encourage private car
use

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

0

No change expected assumes utilises
existing grid road network

-1

Initially increased driver
confusion

-3

Anticipated to be very high
cost, due to need to revise all
junctions, street signage etc -2

Likely to be unpopular due to
fundamental changes to the grid
network -3

very challenging to
implements given current
road structure -3

No evidence how this
would be
implemented/impact on
MK transport network

Scheme costs, deliverability,
substantial impacts during
construction -3

Unlikely to a fully funded
scheme/required to support
planned Local Plan growth -3

Circa £100m+ city-wide
scheme

3

Require maintenance costs

-1

Complex scheme
requires widespread
network changes -2

Low flexibility to change the
scheme once implemented and
likely to incur substantial
additional costs to scale up/down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 0

No income
generated

-25.00

82 Road Short Speed Reduction
Speed reduction on the urban grid road network from 60 mph to 30 or 40 mph to improve safe operation of the urban road network. Blanket
introduction of 20mph in built-up urban areas. 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 4.0 4.0 -1 -1 -2 -1

Will result in increased
general traffic journey
times

1

Requires legislation and
enforcement infrastructure, but
could encourage safe use of the
existing road network

-1
Minor reduction in commuter
journey times 1

Low speeds will result in
reduced carbon emissions 1

Benefits non-motorised
users of the road network 0

No change expected

-1

Initially increased driver
frustration

2

Relatively low cost
infrastructure required

-1

Likely to raise concerns due to
increased car journey times

3

Basic technology
requirements

2

Good examples
regionally, particularly
20mph zones

Lack of public support

3

Relatively low cost scheme

0

Circa £1m-£5m city wide
cost (signage only)

3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

0

Flexibility in the locations that
can be covered, however once
implemented difficult to change

Milton Keynes Council

0

No income
generated

19.00

83 Road Short On-street car parking controls Implementation of on-street car parking controls in locations that have high levels of on-street parking stress. Could include introduction of
residential permit parking.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 2 1 -2 -1
Will result in increased
cost for residential car
parking

1

Requires legislation and
enforcement infrastructure, but
could encourage more efficient use
of on-street parking

0 Assume main impact will be on
residential parking

0 No impact 0 No impact 1

Improved local urban environments

1

Increase well being due to
reduced local parking stress

2

Relatively low cost
infrastructure required

0

Likely to result in mixed local
resident views

3

Basic technology
requirements

2

Good examples across
the region

Lack of public support

3

Relatively low cost scheme

3

low cost scheme - but
dependant on geographical
scale -1

May require moderate continuous
funding  for back office parking permit
processing 3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

0

Flexibility in the locations that
can be covered, however once
implemented difficult to
change/adapt

Milton Keynes Council

1

Generate revenues
through parking
permits 18.00

84 Technology Short UTC Expansion/Development
Development/Expansion of the Urban Traffic Management Control System. This will include signalised bus priority measures at key pinch-point
junctions, signal introduction and upgrades (SCOOT/MOVA), CCTV, traffic and cycle counters with the aim of gathering data and maximising junction
efficiency and monitoring option success.

0 3 1 2 1 1 1 9.0 9.0 1 3 2 0 No impact 2

Requires implementation of UTC
technology, but could encourage
more efficient use of existing road
network

2
Increased commuter journey
time reliability 1

Reduced
congestion/queuing

0
Benefits all road users (car
and PT) 0

Installation of technology unlikely to
have negative impacts on the
surrounding streetscape and urban
environment.

2

Reduced vehicle user frustration

3

Technology improvements to
existing infrastructure

2

Likely to be supported - general
public may be unfamiliar with the
technology 3

Uses existing/established
technology

3

Lots of local examples in
MK

Scheme costs - lack of signal
controlled junctions in MK

2

Relatively low cost scheme
using available technology

-1

Assume key radial route
corridors - circa £10-£15m

3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

2

Good flexibility in
locations/applications and
adaptable to changing conditions

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids 0

No income
generated

36.00

85 Technology Short Clean Freight Vehicles Encourage take-up use of low emission/electric delivery vehicles. This could be linked to the use of Consolidation Centres and Local Collection Hubs
with electric fleets of small vans/cargo bikes delivering parcels/products to collection hub.

0 3 0 0 0 0 1 4.0 4.0 3 3 1 0 No impact -1 Assume will require additional
charging infrastructure

1 Increased fleet
resilience/reliability

3

Increased clean vehicle
usage

0 No impact 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

0

No change expected

1

Increased purchase costs but
reduced operating cost

2

Likely to be supported - given
environmental benefits

2

Good - technology is
available

1

Some examples of clean
freight vehicle use across
the UK - London,
Cambridge etc

Commercial viability

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

-2

once investment made and
change in vehicle types will
require substantial additional
costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Innovation
Funds

0

No income
generated

24.00

86 Technology Medium Clean MKC Vehicles Replace MKC Council vehicle fleets with electric vehicles - waste collection, maintenance vans, pool cars, pool bicycles. 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 4.0 4.0 3 3 1 0 No impact -1
Assume will require additional
charging infrastructure 1

Increased fleet
resilience/reliability 3

Increased clean vehicle
usage

0 No impact 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

0

No change expected

1

Increased purchase costs but
reduced operating cost

2

Likely to be supported - given
environmental benefits

2

Good - technology is
available

1

Some examples of clean
LA vehicle fleet from
across the UK

Vehicle costs

1

Likely to be affordable
scheme in the short-medium
term -1

Circa £12.5m assuming a
fleet of approx. 500 vehicles
and £25K per vehicle 3

Assume no revenue support required

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

-2

once investment made and
change in vehicle types will
require substantial additional
costs

Milton Keynes Council

0

No income
generated

18.00

87 Technology Short Electric Public Transport Encourage the introduction of an electric taxi and bus fleet through Quality Partnership agreements and funding bids 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 5.0 5.0 3 3 2 0 No impact -1 Assume will require additional
charging infrastructure

1 Increased fleet
resilience/reliability

3

Increased clean vehicle
usage

0 No impact 1

Air quality improvements due to
modal shift

0

No change expected

1

Increased purchase costs but
reduced operating cost

2

Likely to be supported - given
environmental benefits

2

Good - technology is
available

3

Some examples of
electric bus use within
MK

Vehicle costs

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

-2

once investment made and
change in vehicle types will
require substantial additional
costs

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Innovation
Funds, Bus Operators

0

No additional
revenue generated

27.00

88 Technology Short VMS Parking Signage
Provide city-wide VMS signage to encourage the efficient use of the existing car parking resource. VMS signs to be located on the main radial
routes and also around Central MK. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2.0 2.0 1 0 2 0 No impact 2

Requires implementation of more
VMS signs, but could encourage
more efficient use of existing car
parking

1
Easier commuter wayfinding to
CMK parking 1

Reduced
congestion/queuing

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

-1

Potential for minor adverse effects
across network depending on the
type and use of signage and the areas
involved.

2

Reduced car user frustration

3

Relatively low cost
infrastructure required

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given current levels of
local car use 3

Uses existing/established
technology

2

Good examples across
the region

Identifying suitable sites

3

Relatively low cost scheme

2

Relatively low cost -
dependant on the number of
signs 3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

3

Flexible scheme that can be scaled
up and down and adapted at low
cost

Milton Keynes Council

0

No additional
income generated

31.00

89 Technology Short SMART Sensors
Install Smart sensors covering roads, Redways and parking spaces to enable to collection of real-time information. This data can then be linked to
transport models, monitoring transport scheme impacts, network resilience, air quality, traffic conditions, asset maintenance and emergency
planning, and providing open data to transport network users including car parking space availability, bus locations, dynamic vehicle routing.

0 3 2 1 1 1 2 10.0 10.0 2 3 1 0 No impact 2

Requires implementation of more
SMART sensor, but could
encourage more efficient use of
existing transport networks

2
Easier commuter journey
planning 1

Reduced
congestion/queuing

0 No impact 0

Installation of technology unlikely to
have negative impacts on the
surrounding streetscape and urban
environment.

2

Reduced vehicle user frustration

3

Technology improvements to
existing infrastructure

2

Likely to be supported - general
public may be unfamiliar with the
technology 3

Uses existing/established
technology

3

Already in use in MK and
gathering/producing
data

identifying how/where the
data can be used

2

Relatively low cost scheme
using available technology

0

Circa £1m-£5m to expand
sensor city wide

3

Require maintenance costs

3

Simple schemes/easy
to cost

3

Flexible technology that can be
implemented in numerous
locations and scaled up and down

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Innovation
Funds

2

Potential to sell
data for other
applications/uses 41.00

90 Technology Short Cashless Bus Tickets
Introduce cashless ticket payment on all bus/bus operators. This option includes contactless card payments at bus stops and/or onboard buses and
also enable the use of Apple Pay of Google Pay using smartphones. 0 3 1 1 1 0 0 6.0 6.0 1 1 1 0 No impact 1

Requires implementation of
cashless technology, but could
encourage increased bus usage

1 Easier commuter bus journeys 0 No impact 1 Benefits bus users 0

No change expected

1

Improved bus user satisfaction

3

Excellent - assume funded by
private companies

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given will makes bus use
easier 3

Uses existing/established
technology

2

Some operators
(Stagecoach, Arriva)
provide app based ticket
purchase

Additional bus operator costs

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Once implemented can be
updated to changing technology
purchase options

Milton Keynes Council,
Bus Operators

1

Generate income
through ticket sales

37.00

91 Technology Medium Integrated Ticketing Introduce fully integrated ticketing that allows contactless card payments for local rail, bus and cycle hire travel. 0 3 1 1 1 0 0 6.0 6.0 2 2 2 0 No impact 1

Requires implementation of across
multiple operators, but could
encourage increased public
transport use

1
Easier commuter public
transport journeys 0 No impact 1

Benefits public transport
users 0

No change expected

1

Improved bus user satisfaction

3

Excellent - assume funded by
private companies

3

Likely to have high levels of
support given will makes public
transport use easier 3

Uses existing/established
technology

2

Existing examples include
BusPlus and Oyster

Multiple operator agreements

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Once implemented can be
updated to changing technology
purchase options

Milton Keynes Council,
Public Transport
Operators, SEMLEP,
Central Govt Bids

1

Generate income
through ticket sales

37.00

92 Technology Medium MaaS
Encourage the implementation of a Mobility as a Service (MaaS) scheme (e.g. Whim in Birmingham) by a private operator. Encourage private
sector to implement a MaaS app based service which provides integrated access to public transport, taxi, cycle share, DRT, car clubs and car hire on
a pay as you go and monthly plan basis.

2 3 2 1 2 0 1 11.0 11.0 3 3 3 0 No impact 2

Requires no new infrastructure to
be funded - encourage use of
existing sustainable transport
options

1
Easier commuter public
transport journeys 2

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 1 Benefits non-car owners 0

No change expected

2

Improved ease of travel across
modes - reduced stress

3

Excellent - assume funded by
private company

2

Likely to be supported - general
public may be unfamiliar with the
technology 1

Feasible but few UK
examples to understand if
feasible in MK -1

Some limited
examples/trials in UK
such as Birmingham

Lack of commercial interest in
MK

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Once implemented can be
updated to changing technology
and transport options

Scheme Operator

2

Generate revenue
for operators

41.00

93 Technology Very Short SMART MK Travel Portal
Further enhance and promote the SMART Mk website that provides real-time travel information. This can include real-time parking data (space
availability), live bus tracking, bus timetables, train departures, traffic maps, weather forecasts, incident messages, car club availability, cycle
scheme availability, air quality and journey planning.

0 3 1 1 1 1 1 8.0 8.0 2 1 2 0 No impact 2

Requires no new infrastructure to
be funded - encourage use of
existing sustainable transport
options

1
Great commuter awareness of
travel options 1

Encourage mode shift
from single occupancy car
travel 0

Benefits all members of
society 0

No change expected

1

Improved travel information -
people well informed

3

Excellent - update to existing
web portal

2

Likely to be supported - general
public may be unfamiliar with web
portal 3

Update to existing web
portal

3

Existing local website Low public use/awareness

3

Relatively low cost - website
development and marketing

3

Low cost - web development
time

3

Assume no revenue support required

2

Low cost risk -
depending on number
and type of features to
be added

3

Website can be developed and
adapted over time

Website operator, Milton
Keynes Council

2

Generate revenue
through website
advertising 40.00

94 Technology Short Superfast Broadband Support/Encourage the delivery of superfast broadband to support MaaS, home working, access the app and web-based services 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 6.0 6.0 3 3 3 0 No impact 0
No change in use of existing
infrastructure 2 Enable ability to work from

home
1

Encourage reduced
travel demand -1

Unlikely to benefit low
income groups 0

No change expected
0

No change expected
3

Excellent - assume funded by
private company 3

Likely to have high levels of
support given dependence on
technology

3
Uses existing/established
technology 3

Well established
technology

Reliant on third party suppliers
3

Assume privately funded
3

Assume privately funded
3

Assume no revenue support required
3

No cost risk - privately
funded -2

once investment made very
expensive to change/upgrade

Scheme operators
2

Generate revenue
for operators 32.00

95 Technology Long Personal AV Solution Implement a widescale personal autonomous vehicle solution for MK 2 3 2 1 -3 2 0 7.0 7.0 -1 3 3 -1
Could reduce
attractiveness of public
transport/active travel

-2 Requires substantial new AV road
infrastructure

2

Could result in cheaper local
business travel costs and
increased productivity on the
move

2

Increased clean vehicle
usage

-1

Unlikely to benefit low
income groups

1

Potential to improve the urban public
realm due to enhanced AV safety
benefits 1

Assume improves access to a
range of services

1

Excellent - assume funded by
private company but requires
MKC enabling infrastructure 1

Likely to be supported overall by
potential users, but may have
concerns over safety -3

Very challenging - within
Local Plan timescales due to
legal/infrastructure/technolo
gy requirements

-1

Some limited
examples/trials in UK
including Mk

Legislation - AV's operating in
public spaces

-2

Will be challenging to fund
within the Local Plan period

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

1

Good flexibility in terms of scaling
up/down to meet personal travel
demands - however may incur
substantial upfront costs

Scheme operators

3

Generate revenue
for operators

18.00

96 Technology Long Shared AV Solution Implement a widescale shared autonomous vehicle solution for MK including for excluded groups (Elderly, Disabled etc) 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 13.0 13.0 2 3 3 -1
Could reduce
attractiveness of public
transport/active travel

-2 Requires substantial new AV road
infrastructure

2

Could result in cheaper local
business travel costs and
increased productivity on the
move

3

Increased clean vehicle
usage

1

Likely to be more
affordable compared to
personal AV. 1

Potential to improve the urban public
realm due to enhanced AV safety
benefits 1

Assume improves access to a
range of services

1

Excellent - assume funded by
private company but requires
MKC enabling infrastructure 1

Likely to be supported overall by
potential users, but may have
concerns over safety -3

Very challenging - within
Local Plan timescales due to
legal/infrastructure/technolo
gy requirements

-1

Some limited
examples/trials in UK
including Mk

Legislation - AV's operating in
public spaces

-2

Will be challenging to fund
within the Local Plan period

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Could be very dynamic and adapt
to changing circumstances at
relatively low additional costs

Scheme operators

3

Generate revenue
for operators

29.00



97 Policy Short  Bus Lane Use Allow electric vehicles to use Bus Lanes, multiple occupants etc 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 5.0 5.0 0 3 1 0 No impact 1

Requires no new infrastructure to
be funded - slight increase in use of
existing bus lanes 1

Commuters using electric cars
will benefit from improved
journey time reliability

1

Encourage mode shift to
electric vehicles

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

0

No change expected assumes utilises
existing grid road network

1

Improved well being for new
users of the bus lane

-1

Low cost - but will negatively
impact on the single occupancy
car users 3

Likely to have high levels of
support for eligible vehicle users

2

Good - bus lanes available
but requires enforcement
technology -1

Some political backing
but limited/no UK
examples

Stakeholder agreement on
except vehicles, locations of bus
lanes, impacts on generate
vehicle movements

2

Relatively low cost scheme is
applying the existing bus
lanes 3

Assume low cost
signage/enforcement of
existing bus lanes -1

May require moderate continuous
funding  for back office fine processing

3

Simple scheme to cost -
assuming
signage/CCTV 0

once implemented some flexibility
to change vehicle restrictions and
relatively low additional costs

Milton Keynes Council

1

Generate revenue
through fines

19.00

98 Policy Short Parking Policy Updated MKC Local Plan parking plan policy to include requirements for EV and passive EV provision in all new developments. 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 4.0 4.0 1 2 -1 0 No impact 1

Requires no new infrastructure to
be funded - slight improved in use
of existing car parks 1 Support local residents who

commute by electric car
1

Encourage mode shift to
electric vehicles

-1

Mainly benefits car
drivers

0

No change expected

0

No change expected

3

Excellent - requires MKC officer
time

1

Likely to be supported - supports
residents with/switching to electric
vehicles 2

Requires strategy update
and adoption

2

Good examples of
updated regional
parking policies
available

Stakeholder agreement,
additional developer costs

3

Negligible cost implications

3

Low cost - MKC officer time

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - Officer
Time

0

Can be adapted over time but
statutory drafting and adoption
process means it can take time to
change to new circumstances

Milton Keynes Council

0

No income
generated

26.00

99 Delivery Partnerships Short Freight Quality Partnership
Establish a Milton Keynes Freight Quality Partnership with membership from industry, freight operators, Police, neighbouring authorities and
other key stakeholders to develop an understanding of freight, delivery and servicing issues and solutions that reconcile the need for access to
goods and services in the context of local economic, environmental and social factors.

0 2 0 2 0 1 1 6.0 6.0 1 2 0 0 No impact 0
No change in use of existing
infrastructure 2

Assume outcomes from the
group will support freight
business development

3
Encourage uptake of
environmentally friendly
practices

0 No impact 1
Potential to improve the urban public
realm due to reduced
servicing/delivery movements

1
Assume improves social well
being for local residents 3

Excellent - requires MKC officer
time 2

Likely to be supported - general
public may be unfamiliar with
role/benefits

2
In progress

1
Good examples
Nationally

Limited outcomes achieved
3

Negligible cost implications
3

Low cost - MKC officer time
3

Assume no revenue support required
3

No cost risk - Officer
Time 3

Can by fully dynamic group that
adapts and changes to new
circumstances

Group members
0

No income
generated 36.00

100 Delivery Partnerships Very Short Sub-Regional Transport Group Engage with EEH to input to the regional Transport Strategy to identify and plan cross border and cross region transport projects and support the
establishment of the Sub-national Transport Body.

2 3 1 3 1 1 1 12.0 12.0 3 2 3 0 No impact 0

No change in use of existing
infrastructure

2
Assume outcomes from the
group will support economic
development

3

Encourage development
of environmentally
friendly transport
schemes

1

Encourage schemes that
help all members of
society 1

Encourage schemes that improve the
local environments

1

Assume improves social well
being for local residents

3

Excellent - requires MKC officer
time

2

Likely to be supported - general
public may be unfamiliar with
role/benefits 2

In progress

2

Good examples of
regionally and nationally

Does not gain Sub-national
transport body status

3

Negligible cost implications

3

Low cost - MKC officer time

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - Officer
Time

3

Can by fully dynamic group that
adapts and changes to new
circumstances

Group members, Central
Government

0

No income
generated

44.00

101 Freight Short Freight Consolidation Centres
Implement Freight Consolidation centres at the periphery of Milton Keynes (potentially close to the M1/Expressway) for retail, products
parcel/courier deliveries to consolidate deliveries that are then distributed to customers/residents in Milton Keynes enabling efficient last mile
delivery.

1 3 0 1 1 1 3 10.0 10.0 2 3 0 -1
Widespread take-up could
negatively impact on
existing delivery services.

2

Requires substantial new Freight
Infrastructure to be constructed
but could reduce HGV/freight
movements on the local road
network

2 Reduced business costs to
courier/delivery services

3

Reduced freight vehicle
carbon emissions

0 No impact 1

Potential to improve the urban public
realm due to reduced
servicing/delivery movements 0 No change expected -1

Moderate cost - lack of
congestion no substantial stick
to encourage consolidated
deliveries

2

Likely to be supported - general
public may be unfamiliar with
role/benefits -2

Examples in the UK but not
in an uncongested city
environment 1

Good examples
Nationally

Commercially unattractive in
MK

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

1

once investment made very
expensive to change, but facility
can expand at moderate costs if
successful

Scheme Operators

1

Generate cost
savings for
operators 31.00

102 Freight Medium Urban Logistics Network

Encourage the implementation of a First-Last mile good delivery infrastructure. This option can be combined with Freight Consolidation Centres
and includes the implementation of Collection Hubs (Click and Collect) that allow customers to send and receive goods at convenient locations (i.e.
Doddle/Amazon) at rail stations, park and ride, town centre and regional centres. Deliveries to the Collection Hubs can be made by consolidated
delivery vehicles and electric low emission vehicles (vans/cargo bikes)

1 3 0 1 1 1 3 10.0 10.0 2 3 0 -1
Widespread take-up could
negatively impact on
existing delivery services.

2

Requires substantial new Freight
Infrastructure to be constructed
but could reduce HGV/freight
movements on the local road
network

2 Reduced business costs to
courier/delivery services

3

Reduced freight vehicle
carbon emissions

0 No impact 1

Potential to improve the urban public
realm due to reduced
servicing/delivery movements 1

Improved resident access to
goods/deliveries

1

Low-moderate cost - lack of
congestion no substantial stick
to encourage consolidated
deliveries

2

Likely to be supported - general
public may be unfamiliar with
role/benefits -2

Examples in the UK but not
in an uncongested city
environment 1

Good examples
Nationally

Commercially unattractive in
MK

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

2

More flexible than Freight
Consolidation Centres. Easier to
scale up/down operation to
changing circumstances

Milton Keynes Council,
SEMLEP, Central Govt
Funding Bids, Innovation
Funds, Scheme Operators

2

Generate revenue
for operators

36.00

103 Freight Long Autonomous Deliveries Expand to autonomous last mile delivery trial to Milton Keynes. Expand from Co-op to other companies/services including Pharmacy, amazon,
library services, food deliveries etc using autonomous/remote controlled robot delivery vehicles

1 3 0 0 1 0 1 6.0 6.0 0 3 0 -1
Widespread take-up could
negatively impact on
existing delivery services.

1

Requires private investment in
new technology, but could reduce
HGV/freight movements on the
local road network

2 Reduced business costs to
courier/delivery services

3

Reduced freight vehicle
carbon emissions

0 No impact 1

Potential to improve the urban public
realm due to reduced
servicing/delivery movements 1

Improved resident access to
goods/deliveries

3

Excellent - assume funded by
private company

1

Likely to be supported - but may
have concerns with how AV
deliveries will operate -1

Trials in MK but challenges
with implementing new
technologies -1

Some limited local
evidence

Introduction of AV in public
spaces.

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume privately funded

3

Assume no revenue support required

3

No cost risk - privately
funded

3

Can by fully dynamic services that
adapt and change to new
technology and circumstances

Scheme Operators

2

Generate revenue
for operators

32.00


